Commenter 1
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Forest Management Plan
Friday, January 24, 2020 2:08:05 PM

From: Kristen Anderson <kanoeanderson@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 9:49 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Forest Management Plan
I'm writing to comment on the Forest Management Plan offered by Itasca County.
The Amen Lake Trail system is one that I have enjoyed for many years while living in Itasca County.
Its quiet beauty and recreational opportunities are a big part of why our family has chosen to live in
northern Itasca County for the past 2 decades. It is an important part of the silent sport tradition
that is shared by a community of persons who have a deep connection with the land and a healthy,
lifetime form of recreation. I understand that Tax Forfeited Land use is first prioritized with mining,
secondly with forestry, and thirdly for recreation. I would challenge the listing of priority in this
instance because of its current primary recreational use and healthy future forestry needs.
In the the Itasca County Landscape and Ecological Information publication
https://www.co.itasca.mn.us/DocumentCenter/View/280/II-E--Landscape-and-EcologicalInformation--PDF?bidId=, it shows that the mature forest of mixed hardwoods in the Amen Lake
area borders locations that are designated as USFS Old Growth (p.69). This is a significant aspect in
management when considering the emerging science of old growth forests and their impact on
forest resilience. Dr. Suzanne Simard, a forest ecologist from the University of British Colombia is
credited with scientifically proving that trees in old growth forests share nutrients, hormones, and
electrochemical messaging ability through a symbiotic relationship with mycorrhizzal fungi. In her
recommendations for future forestry, she strongly recommends that we conserve the remaining 4%
of the old growth forests we have and that we manage the forests along the old growth edges to
become the future old growth areas. The thought is that the information stored in the old growth
"library" trees will be gradually transmitted as the edges are allowed to spread outward and spread
their diversity of plants, messaging, and fungi--the catylists to many of the "communications" trees
in healthy old growth forests carry out. She warns that we are already at or close to a tipping point,
ecologically speaking, where the ecosystems in the old growth may be too fragmented and rare to
recover. I would argue that the Amen Lake area is on a border region with such an old growth and I
would encourage the land management practices to work in tandem with the federal foresters to
prioritize this future forestry approach as a priority for forest sustainability.
I am not familiar with the current status of the Amen Lake forest health as it relates to fire danger.
My understanding is that forest suppression has been a priority for state, county, and federal
forestry policy. The result has been land areas that have a great deal of potential fuel for larger,
hotter fires that can devastate an area rather than the occasional fires that allow many trees to
survive and plants to regenerate. I also understand that there are many types of logging: select cuts
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and clear cuts. If the Amen Lake area is, in fact, at high risk for a massive fire, perhaps logging is a
way to reduce that risk. If that is the case, I would ask that the cut be selective and sensitive to
keeping species that could go on to become future old growth forest. In no way would I support
clear cutting. If the Amen Lake area is not in a high risk situation fire-wise, then it would be difficult
for me to support logging simply for county profits in this particular area.
Thank you for accepting this comment into the record.
Sincerely,
Kristen Anderson
39891 Bello Lake Camp Road
Bigfork, MN 56628

Commenter 2
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Please preserve Amen Lake Ski Area
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 3:42:15 PM

-----Original Message----From: Laurie Antonson <lantonson@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 3:37 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Please preserve Amen Lake Ski Area
Commissioner Cease,
I am writing to urge you to protect the Amen Lake X-Country Ski Trail Area from logging in your Forest
Management Plan. As a cross-country skier, I am interested in retaining the aesthetic beauty and uninterrupted
access to these non-motorized trails. Trails with protected status in our county will attract tourism and improve our
residential quality of life. With 248,000 acres available to log, it is not too much to ask that the 220 acres in Amen
be left intact for the people and animals that live or visit there.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Laurie Antonson

Commenter 3
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Forest Management Plan Comment
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 8:43:12 AM

From: Erin Arntson <erin.arntson@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 19, 2020 7:35 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Forest Management Plan Comment
Save Amen

Commenter 4
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Save Amen!
Friday, January 24, 2020 3:21:40 PM

From: tbergeso@yahoo.com <tbergeso@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 2:51 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Save Amen!

Kory,
I fully endorse the comments as submitted by Tom Nelson related to the Amen
recreation and ski area. As a homeowner on nearby Deer Lake, my family uses the
area dozens of times a year for hiking, skiing and bike riding. I have watched first
hand as areas such as the Birkie Trail (Chequamegon National forest) and key areas
near Lake Superior, when left natural, have greatly increased in value to all. The
silent sport community is a growing one with more positive economic and social
impact every year.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require a different format for
comments on this issue.
Regards,
Tim Bergeson
36102 Whitetail Hills Drive
Grand Rapids, MN
952.215.2862

Commenter 5
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Save Amen!
Monday, January 27, 2020 9:44:43 AM

From: Heather Bergeson <hlbergeson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 6:53 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Save Amen!
Dear Commissioner Cease,
I am writing to express my support to protect Amen Lake Ski Trail area from future logging.
Our family spends many hours on those trails throughout the year hiking, biking and skiing.
I hope that the Itasca County Forest Management Plan will preserve the natural beauty of the
Amen trail system so that we may all continue to enjoy it.
Sincerely,
Heather Bergeson
Sent from my iPhone

Commenter 6
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Forest Management Plan comments
Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:14:37 PM

From: Ken Boss <kwboss@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 1:15 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Forest Management Plan comments
Dear Mr. Cease,
I am writing as regards the current county Forest Management Plan. I understand the importance of
timber production to our area's economy. I also understand the economic and the intangible
benefits of natural landscapes preserved for recreational use. I would like to ask that you please
refrain from any logging activity in the Amen Lake ski area. There are nearly 250,000 acres of county
land available for timber production, please reserve this small 220 acre parcel for recreational
purposes. We have seen all too often in our area how "multiple use" serves the purposes of the
timber industry quite well, but greatly diminishes the experiences of outdoor recreationists. Please
don't make this same mistake at Amen Lake.
Thank you for your consideration,
Ken Boss
Cohasset

Commenter 7
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Ski Trails
Friday, January 24, 2020 2:00:14 PM

-----Original Message----From: John Connelly <john@j-connelly.com>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 1:40 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Ski Trails
Hi Kory,
Just wanted to take a minute to say that I’m a big fan of cross country skiing and over the years have enjoyed the
Amen Lake Ski Trails with friends and family on many occasions.
I certainly understand the importance of forest management, not only for forest health but also for revenue
generation. As a local citizen, I also appreciate and value the opportunity to recreate in places where nature remains
supreme. I feel this opportunity is a reason why many people, including myself, choose to live here.
As the county works on the new Forest Management Plan, I hope efforts can be taken to preserve areas like the
Amen Lake Ski Trails to the greatest degree possible. If a harvest must take place, I hope it can be done in selective
ways that strengthen forest health while doing the least damage possible to aesthetics and the nourishing experience
of spending time in the woods.
Many thanks for your efforts,
John Connelly

Commenter 8
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: County Forest Management Plan Comment (recreational trails)
Friday, January 24, 2020 1:58:53 PM

From: Bob Conzemius <robert.conzemius@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: County Forest Management Plan Comment (recreational trails)
My comment on the forest management plan is that recreational trail areas need to be protected
from logging more than they have been recently. While some of the trails, such as hunter walking
trails, do benefit from harvest (regeneration of aspen stands makes for good grouse habitat), other
recreational trail uses (cross country ski trails) should favor less logging than has taken place
recently. More intensive logging has taken place in many of the county ski trails, particularly
Cowhorn, Stoney Ridge, and Alder Pond. The intense logging has caused many parts of these areas
to be closed or unusable as a ski trail. I would recommend that the timber harvest on recreational
trails be decreased.

Commenter 9
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Ski Trails
Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:08:56 PM

-----Original Message----From: Patrick Downing <hollybert@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 8:45 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Ski Trails
Hi Kory,
I understand the need to harvest timber and I understand the value in leaving certain areas alone. Please consider the
recreational opportunities that the beautiful and pristine ski area at Amen provides so many people. I hope you can
leave this gem of ours intact and let it stand as a beautiful trail system.
Thank you,
Pat and Holly Downing

Commenter 10
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Recreational area
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 9:01:02 AM

From: Sullivan-Foss, Patricia C <Patricia.SullivanFoss@Essentiahealth.org>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 7:41 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Recreational area
This message was sent securely using Zix®

Mr. Cease,
It has come to my attention that there is increasing interest in logging the Amen Lake cross
country ski trail area.
As a long time resident and tax payer in Itasca County I would think there could be some
area's in the county exempt from logging. This area should be one of them.
Especially because it hooks up with the Chippewa National Forest trails. Please for everyone's
sake can you please save one of Itasca County's forests from the ugliness and destruction of
the loggers. Thanks you Patricia Sullivan Foss

This message was secured by Zix®.

Commenter 11
From: Peter Friedlieb <petefrie50@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Re: Forest Management Comment

Hello Kory,
On behalf of the Board of NLNSC and myself, I would like to comment on the planned
update of the Itasca County Forest Management Plan:
The forested land and trails within located in Itasca County provides many opportunities
for citizens and visitors. In particular walking, cross-country skiing, hunting, bike riding
are popular activities using these trails. The aesthetic of the trail is extremely important
to the enjoyment of those activities. A trail through a mature hardwood or conifer
forest connects one to these woods and our area because of the unique nature of these
types of trails. A trail in our area is demarcated by woods. Heavy harvesting of the trees
along the trail markedly reduces their aesthetic character. Aesthetic is one of the values
documented in the proposed update. A trail such as the one at Amen Lake or Wabana is
very special and unique. This type of trail attracts visitors as well as locals. I am quite
familiar with the health care industry (now the number one employer here). Having
these type of trails available is an extremely important factor as we compete to attract
professionals. They have a deep understanding of health and the role that exercise
plays in staying healthy. Aesthetic trails enhance and encourage healthful activity. We
are seeing new residents considering work in the County finding particular value and
attraction of the trails within. This also holds true for retirees who may become an
increasingly important economic driver for our area. I can cite two families from my
own experience who have retired up here and placed significant value on the crosscountry ski trails in making their decision. These folks are here essentially year round
paying taxes and frequenting local businesses.
These trails comprise perhaps .05% of the approximately 250,000 forested lands
overseen by the Land Department and the Board of Commissioners. Allowing natural
evolution of the forest surrounding these trails rather active management with logging
would have a minuscule effect on the revenues obtained via logging and sale of
stumpage. But the decision to exempt these trails from logging would make a
significant difference to local residents using the trails and make our County more
attractive to folks considering a move here to work or retire.
Thank you for your attention.
Pete
Peter Friedlieb
President
Northern Lights Nordic Ski Club

Peter Friedlieb (Northern Lights Nordic Ski Club) Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:22:39 AM]

Commenter 12
-----Original Message----From: Megan Goplin <megan.goplin@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2020 9:31 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Protect Soumi Hills!
I grew up skiing Soumi Hills. I have skied many trails around the country and it has made me realize what
a gem Soumi is. Please protect it from being logged. Logging would ruin its pristine appeal and interrupt
the network of trails. Skiing through the quiet woods with no human development in sight is becoming
rare. Once you start letting industry in to scar the landscape, you can not get it back. I would like my
daughters to experience the beauty of this place. Please save it for future generations.
Thank you,
Megan Goplin

Megan Goplin Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:22:16 AM]

Commenter 13
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Logging at Amen Lake
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 1:20:37 PM

From: Maren Hagen <marenski1paddler@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 12:33 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Logging at Amen Lake
Dear Land Commissioner,
I urge you to consider preserving the unique Amen Lake Trails from logging. The Amen trails are
uniquely beautiful and highly used and valued by both local and visiting nordic skiers in the winter
and hikers and trail bikers in the summer and fall.
Clear cutting on the ski trails drastically degrades the aesthetics and function of the trails. It seems to
me that preserving some natural areas is also good for the economic health of the county by
encouraging tourists. Surely, with our vast forests, some of the most used and loved can be
protected.
Thank you for your consideration and for all that you do to make Itasca County forests healthy and
available to all.
Maren Hagen

Commenter 14
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 1:23:37 PM

-----Original Message----From: Erick Hallie <ehallie@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 12:19 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake
Hi Kory!
It’s been awhile since I’ve seen you. Hope all is well with you and your family. I really mis seeing you!
I’m writing to comment on the Amen lake recreation area in the Suomi hills. As you may remember, I live very near
there on Johnson lake. It’s a beautiful area back in the woods there and if there is an option NOT to log it that sure
would be great! Tara and I got out there a few weeks ago and it really is spectacular with all this snow.
Kindest regards,
Erick Hallie
259-1059
Sent from my iPhone

Commenter 15
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Comment on Amen Lake ski trails
Thursday, January 23, 2020 1:37:50 PM

From: S HAWKINSON <susanondoan@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 9:50 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Comment on Amen Lake ski trails
I have been skiing the cross country ski corridor from North Suomi through the Amen Lake ski trails
for 40 years. Additionally I have skied most of the cross country ski trails in Itasca County. As a tax
payer and landowner in Itasca County, I want to say that we need to avoid logging in cross country
ski trails in general. We have the right to some space where we can recreate quietly and marvel at
nature in its undisturbed state.
There are plenty of areas which can be logged without touching the ski trail areas.
Susan Hawkinson
Get Outlook for Android

Commenter 16
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Forest Management Plan comment
Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:12:11 PM

From: Dale Juntunen <dale@juntunenenterprises.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 5:36 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Forest Management Plan comment
Kory Cease,
In today’s anti-logging atmosphere I feel a need to say keep up the good work and I am definitely in
support of the logging industry.
In regards to the Amen Lake ski trail system and other trail systems; working with active clubs that
use/ improve/ groom the trails is important. Things like keeping trails clean, or cleaning up well along
trails when completed, maybe shutting down the trail during the actual logging, and keeping
aesthetics in mind.
We “select cut” our own property approximately each 10 years and have a very nice productive,
visually pleasing forest with miles of trails we use year round. We also annually cut about 12 cords
for our firewood off this same property.
Thank you,
Dale Juntunen
42820 County Road 48
Deer River, MN. 56636
Cell: 218-259-2915
dale@JuntunenEnterprises.com
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Commenter 18
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Area Comments
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:27:13 AM

From: Kathy Kooda <kkooda@compent.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Area Comments
Hi Kory, I have caught just a little bit of information regarding a forest management plan that could
affect Amen Lake. I understand public comment ends this week, so I wanted to share just a couple
thoughts/comments from me.
I would be disappointed to lose Amen Lake for public use. I would also be sad to see the land be
logged too. I don’t know if this is a fair comparison or not, but last year when the logging occurred
out at Cow Horn, that was disappointing. For one, the trail was closed. I would often take my dog
out to Boomer Blue, the section that was dog friendly, or sneak out there for a quick ski during
lunch. As you probably know, that’s a pretty easy trail so I was not concerned about “hurting”
myself! Secondly, I do understand timber is a big, economic driver for our area, but the amount that
was logged at Cow Horn really changed that forest.
There is a strong x-c community here. Unfortunately, I have not been able to partake in this activity
this year, due to personal issues. I sure hope to be back on skis next year and hope to have this area
preserved. From where we used to live (southern Michigan), I was so excited for the abundance of
trails we have in Itasca County. I don’t want to lose any!
If you have any specific questions for me, please ask. Thank you

Commenter 19

Land Department Forest Management Plan: Comments
The comments are numbered.
From Tom Nelson, Deer River

Summary of Intent with these Comments:
These comments on the Itasca County Forest Management Plan focus
on the relationship between Forestry and Recreation, both of which are
administered by the Land Department. The Land Commissioner is also
the Park and Recreation Director. The comments here are in harmony
with other Itasca County Plans, including the Comprehensive Land Use
Plan (2013) and the Recreation Resources Plan. The Land Department’s
Land Management Plan (2009), the update of which these comments
are directed, also has many passages that encourage movement of
policy in the direction recommended here.
One striking difference between the 2009 Land Management Plan, and
the 2019 Forest Management Plan, is the size of the document. While
the 2019 Plan imports and updates a great deal of material from 2009,
it also alters the scope, structure, and intended audience. The 2019 has
been reduced by more than ½ from its predecessor, with replacement
of the procedural and technical aspects by reference to State and
National standards and classifications. This difference of purpose does
not have explanation or discussion within the 2019 FMP, but is simply
announced in an initial “purpose statement” of three sentences.
The primary intent of these Comments is to encourage restraint when
timber sales encroach on established recreation trail areas, especially
non-motorized trail areas used for cross-county skiing. Unlike other
trail areas established by the Ruffed Grouse Society, preserving the
Amen Lake Trail Area in its present condition, nearing Old Forest
Growth Quality, is of particular interest to the Nordic Ski community in

Commenter 19

Itasca County. Amen is the gem of the County Park and Ski Trail
System, and Gateway to the USFS Semi-Primitive Suomi Hills. These
220 tax forfeit acres at have been repurposed and developed at county
expense into a truly irreplaceable amenity for its citizens. This county
asset should be protected as an intact Representative Ecosystem that
actually attracts and accommodates visitors with maintained trails. The
recent enhancements made by the county to this recreational asset,
together with the participation of volunteer stakeholders in the
maintenance and grooming of the trails are further reasons for
protecting this splendid County Recreational Asset.
The aesthetic beauty of Itasca County forests during all seasons plays
an essential part for both Tourism and the Quality of Life for residents.
It is crucial to our long-term economy that Itasca County allow the
Tourism industry to flourish. While tourist dollars do not come directly
to the County government as do timber sales, the diversified tourist
spending does contribute a great deal of economic benefit all around
the County. Protecting and improving the aesthetic value of the
County’s “attractions” will encourage return to our forests by both
tourists and the families who live in Itasca County for that reason.
These comments do not recommend a change in the total amount
forest management. There need not be a loss of timber sales volume,
but rather a shift away from logging in the trail areas, replaced by
selections from the remaining 248,000 acres of commercial forestland
available in tax-forfeit parcels. The Amen Area is only 220 acres. The
Itasca County Park System Vision states “To maintain a proper balance
between resource management and recreational use.” (IC Website) A true
balance between forest management and quality recreational
opportunities should be attained, rather than the traditional rigid
priority of timber, with only secondary consideration of the collateral
damage done to the quality of our recreational resources.

Commenter 19

The recognition of the importance of coming climate change has been
included in the FMP. Adroit forestry has no choice but to take the long
view. Mature forests play a crucial role for both carbon sequestering
and the production of oxygen through photosynthesis.
Finally, many of the comments found below might seem repetitious,
asking for better recognition of the aesthetic importance of the
County’s recreational assets. While this is certainly an important theme
of the comments, each one is directed at a specific location in the Plan
that should be addressed individually in that context, and not provided
only a general response.
Comments:
Introduction: Preliminary Statement
The Scope and Responsibility Section, 1.1 begins with what seems to be a Purpose/Intent
Statement for the entire document; it is highlighted by Italics, and is positioned before the
subsection bullets begin. This update of the 2009 Land Management Plan (LMP) has altered its
basic intent, purpose, and audience, now directed to provide Information and Guidance to the
Public, rather than as a departmental procedural and policy document. It appears that the
2019 Forest Management Plan (FMP) has been reduced by at least ½ from its 2009 predecessor.
Comment #1: This three-sentence paragraph is the only thing close to a purpose statement
and should be expanded with information addressing the relationship to its precursor, the Land
Management Plan from 2009, from which much of the 2019 Plan’s text is sourced and
reformatted. The 2019 FMP is actually a required update of the 2009 LMP to retain
certification. The following text in this chapter, mostly in bullet form, is descriptive only: all
what and no why. Although re-written in easy-to-read outline form with bullet points and lots
of photos for public consumption, it remains critical that the procedural and policy details from
the LMP not be lost entirely in the FMP. In place of the many stricken or reduced sections and
passages from the LMP should be a surplus of links to documents that cover the lost material.
This will require greater bibliographic control, both in the citation sections that conclude each
chapter, and with a new Bibliography in the Appendix (see #70, below). This is especially
important if so much of the old land descriptions and procedures, which were developed by the
county itself through direct experience of the landscape, are now replaced by simple reference
to outside sources. The changeover from the Biophysical Geography to the new Ecological
Classification System is the best example of this re-focus. While this change of classification is
itself a much better approach that will help Itasca County Forestry become more integrated
with the State and even National approach, it is assumed that continuing forest inventory and

Commenter 19
other activity will build back the direct descriptions of the many forests—not just as generic
“types” but as specific experience.
Introduction Generally: This Introductory Chapter has but 2 footnotes with reference to
Minnesota Statutes. There is no reference in the sections Guiding Principles or Strategic Goals
to those particularly important Guiding Documents that are cited later as replacements for
much of the technical and procedural aspects removed from the 2019 FMP.
Of special interest are:
• Minnesota Forest Resources Council’s Sustaining Minnesota Forest Resources (also titled
as “Revised Forest Management Guidelines (2012)”);
• DNR’s Ecological Land Classification Program, Minnesota County Biological Survey, and
Natural Heritage and Nongame Research Program;
• Forest Stewardship Council’s FSC-US Forest Management Standard
Comment #2: These three key documents listed above should be introduced in the
introduction, with explanation of how they are de facto replacements for the detail that has not
been included from the 2009 LMP into the 2019 FMP.
Comment #3: A new section should be added to the Introduction Chapter that provides an
expanded discussion of the difference in approach and results between the 2009 and 2019
Plans. The simple statement of purpose that opens this Chapter is insufficient as information
and guidance on this major change of focus.
Comment #4: Although these are voluntary guidelines, the ICLD should adhere not just the to
the principles but the particulars as well
Among the key documents that provide essential guidance to the ICLM forestry operation and
its certification is the MFRC Sustaining Minnesota Forest Resources. Included in that guidance
document is this statement:
A Concern for Aesthetic Quality
“Minnesotans are concerned about the aesthetic quality of forested
lands throughout the state, which are a great source
of pride for Minnesota citizens. Scenic beauty—or “visual
quality”—is one of the primary reasons people choose to spend
their recreation and vacation time in or near forested areas.
They are also attracted by the peace and quiet of the outdoors,
the serenity, the solitude, and a host of other emotional, spiritual
and sensory responses that make up the richly aesthetic and
deeply personal experience that is so closely tied to time spent
in or near our forests.” (p. 103)
This is followed by a long list of “Benefits of Visual Quality Management,” the first of which is:
“Enhance visual quality of forested lands for recreational users, resulting in a healthy tourism
economy” (p. 105, emphasis added). Concern for visual quality can be found throughout the
Guidelines’ 590 pages.
Comment #5: This concern for the aesthetic value of the forest, especially in those recreational
areas that have been established and developed as attractions to the public, should be taken
very seriously. This is particularly important for the non-motorized areas where visitors are on
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foot in the forest. The MFRC Sustaining Minnesota Forest Resources confirms designated
recreational assets as “most sensitive” for visual quality. (p. 107) Support in the FMP for the
MFRC’s visual aesthetic concept should be augmented throughout the Plan.
The MFRC Sustaining Minnesota Forest Resources states that Itasca County is among the 16
counties which have completed visual sensitivity classifications, which can be viewed at the
County Land Department.
Comment #6: Reference should be provided to the Itasca County visual value classification list.
This document should be referenced and online in the IC Document Center.
1.1 Scope and Responsibility: Trust Responsibility. This section contains a provision for Public
Good. Intangible benefits from truly conservative forest management are also essential to the
public good in many ways, some intangible.
Comment #7: The Public Benefits of forest management should be given more credence in the
balance with simple fiscal income. Some income generated by forestry is invested in
recreational assets and facilities for the public which are then impaired by incompatible,
collateral timber management. More care should be taken to ensure that the integrity of the
Public Good not be an after-thought.
1.1 Scope and Responsibility: Conservation Lands seems to be defined simply as retain or sell.
State Statute 282.01 regarding Conservation and Non-Conservation confirms that definition.
The third bullet of this section allows a wide variety of uses within “conservation lands,”
including multiple public uses and forestry. Bullet 4 states that these conservation lands are
the basis for forestry. A map is provided showing the status of county lands as conservation
and Memorial Forest.
Comment #8: The generalized definition of “conservation” used here as retain or sell, and
identified on the map, should be distinguished from the more specific definition of
“conservation values” or “natural area conservation program” as used in Section 6 and 7.
1.1 Scope and Responsibility: County Land Department has Parks and Recreation among its
scope and responsibilities. Because there is separate Recreation Resources Plan, and despite
the rudimentary discussion of recreation in Section 7, this Forestry Management Plan’s Scope
and Responsibility seems to diminish the consideration of Parks and Recreation, putting it off
for another day. Recreation is barely mentioned in this sub-section as part of the “scope and
responsibility;” it is presented merely as a part of the ICLD staff. Yet nearly all county
recreation opportunities take place in the forest. Parks and Recreation is described in 7.4 as a
recent “subdivision” of the ICLD.
Comment #9: It is important that a full consideration and balance of the P&R opportunities be
part of forestry planning that takes place in the county’s recreation areas, especially those that
are non-motorized. The ICLD is the only place in county government that operates our P&R
opportunities (other than the citizen volunteers), and should not be portrayed as an
afterthought, even if historically it was established later, and often on logging roads. Those
former logging roads have been repurposed as dedicated recreational trails and should be
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respected. A reference to P&R belongs in this section 1.1, with a link to the Recreational
Resources Plan.
1.2 Guiding Principles do not mention the recreational opportunities that are located in the
county forests, but only vague “social and educational needs” that remain undefined and
prioritized. Several bullets come close, but fail to include recreation as a “balanced value”
(bullet #4), “fulfilled need” (#6), and “public benefit” (#7).
Comment #10: Include either a new bullet describing the importance of recreation on taxforfeit lands, or add recreation to bullets #4, 6, and 7. The ICLD should not delay a full and
consistent consideration of the balance of forestry and recreation in the County until the RRP is
updated in 2022.
1.3 Strategic Goals: Forest Management. This section includes “carbon sequestration as an
important public value and service.” This is an oblique reference to the importance of retaining
forested lands in tact as an essential element to prevent further climate change due to both
carbon release as forests are logged, together with how the is wood used, and simultaneously
as a loss of robust forest photosynthesis that converts carbon dioxide into oxygen. Climate
Change is addressed briefly in other locations, with its own subsection in 4.10.
Comment #11: The goal of carbon sequestration should have greater emphasis in any forest
management plan in the current era, including this plan. Here it appears as an afterthought,
but at least it does admit to the existential threat to deforestation around the globe, and that
should be supported. Increasing the number of Natural Areas and old-growth forests reserved
from active harvest should be part of this Goal.
Comment #12: Forest Management also affects the quality of recreation in the forest. This
section mentions various benefits such as clean water, quality habitat, and the “public value” of
carbon sequestration. Quality recreational opportunities should be added to this about forest
management, even if Recreation is also provided its own subsection.
1.3 Strategic Goals: Recreation. The section mentions multiple use, tourism, a diversity
of recreational opportunities, public access, and acquisition of “strategic lands for important
recreational trails.” The 2009 LMP placed “recreational opportunities” at the top of the list of
the “balance of benefits” in the Mission Statement (Section I.D). The Social and Economic
Section of the 2009 LMP (I.F) notes that “The tourism industry continues to grow in Itasca
County, and is a critical part of Itasca County’s economy.” The 2019 draft seems to mute those
observations (even if the remark about the tourism industry is retained), and does not include
support for a small reserve of old forest as growth toward new tourist/ recreationalist/ resident
opportunities.
So too, the “Policy Statement and Goals” Section in the 2009 Plan (I.I, p.6) placed “Park
and Recreational Opportunities” in second place following the first Section, “Maintain
Ecological Integrity”, and above those Sections describing prescriptive timber management.
See Section I: Strategic Planning, the opening section of the 2009 Plan, p. 1-8.
Both the 2009 and 2019 plans state that clearcutting is “not pleasing to view.” (2009
Section 2.E, p.14; 2019 Section 5.3, p.50). The aesthetic aspect of a true forest experience for
both tourism and the quality of life of residents should not be over-looked. Unfortunately, the
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word “aesthetic” now appears only three times in the entire 2019 FMP, but with none in the
context of recreation. It should be noted that the DNR Comments for the 2009 LMP did
emphasize “aesthetics.” The 2019 FMP does provide support for Recreation in several locations,
but always as a secondary consideration, as an “also includes.”
Comment #13: This Goal should have greater emphasis and lead to the actual acquisition and
designation of more such opportunities and trail areas which are given priority over forestry for
fiscal income. The investments the county has made previously for recreation, especially in
non-motorized areas, should not be jeopardized by overall prioritization of prescriptive harvest.
Comment #14: The emphasis found in the 2009 LMP on recreation, tourism, aesthetics, and
providing the high quality of life for residents in Itasca County should play a much more
significant part of the 2019 Plan. The words “aesthetic value” should appear in this plan more
frequently, especially in the context of non-motorized Recreational Areas.
Comment 14a: The Tourism Industry has done more for the overall economy than simply
“continued to grow.” The FMP should encourage this movement further, remove barriers to
aesthetic enjoyment of their recreational assets, and allow tourism to flourish.
1.3 Strategic Goals: Stakeholder Engagement section mentions specifically only the mining and
forest industries, with vague reference to other stakeholders and “education.”
Comment #15: Recreation and its stakeholders and volunteers should be provided
acknowledgement here, at least in general terms, with specifics included in Section 7. See also
comment #73 on Appendix 9: Public Consultation Policy (below).
1.4 Forest Certification: The Section provides a minimum of information on the Forest
Stewardship Council; only a link to the FSC search engine in provided, and not the FSC home
page.
Comment #16: The code provided for the search engine does not work and should be
corrected.
Comment #17: There should be expanded description of the FSC and its importance.
1. Introduction:
Comment #18: Enhanced statements of the importance of Recreation in the Introduction, as
described in the comments above, should be included in each section of this Introductory
(informational) Chapter, and not consigned only to Chapter 7, or further referenced to the
nearly expired Recreational Resources Plan. In other words, it is insufficient merely to answer
these comments with a simple deflection, saying this is covered elsewhere. Each of the
comments provided here on the various sections of the Introduction deserve response and
textual adjustment individually.
2.2 Social and Economic Background: This section declares the importance of the growing
Tourism to the County’s economy and social life.
Comment #19: the ICLM should strive for a true balance of the conflicting interests of Mining,
Forestry and Tourism, rather than the top-down prioritization of Mining first, Timber second
and Tourism a distant third. The place for high quality assets and facilities for Tourism is itself
an important economic factor that does not necessarily interfere or diminish income
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generation from resource extraction. Itasca citizens who work in the mining and timber
industries, like those who come from afar, deserve quality leisure experiences, both motorized
and by foot. Preserving the aesthetic value of our forest recreational assets contributes to the
high quality of social benefit for residents, and at a very low/no cost to tax revenue if timber
income from those key parcels developed already for recreation are simply redirected
throughout the 300,000 acres available without recreational encumbrances. Social benefits of
recreational enhancement/protection should not be sacrificed to the short-term direct fiscal
interest of the county government, but respected and profited from by everyone, tourist,
residents, and the business economy from gas to food to room.
Chapter 3: Land Summary and Classification: The 2009 LMP based its land descriptions and
prescriptions on what is called Biophysical Geography. Since 2009 the ICLM has shifted its
approach to describing the County’s lands, by means of the Ecological Classification System
(National Framework) and Native Plant Community, both favored by the MN DNR, with links to
the DNR website. The former descriptions via biophysical geography is not even mentioned in
the new draft, though it had been the mandate and basis of policy, even to the extent of
Xeroxed copies from the 2009 LMP serving as separate policy documents. Although the ECS
framework does appear in the Ecological section of the 2009 LMP, this differs significantly from
the Biophysical Geography (BG) and its forest types. This ECS system provides both different
nomenclature and land divisions for its Sections and Subsections. There is much more detail in
the 2009 BG than that retained in the 2019 FMP via ECS. This systemic transformation leaves
the several Forestry Handbooks (most written prior to 2009) that cover each of the 6
biophysical regions described in the 2009 without a home base. The Handbooks, now on the
county website, are very detailed and exacting in their analysis of ecological conditions and
management recommendations. They too subdivide the larger biophysical areas into several
ecological units. But this is not acknowledged anywhere in the 2019 FMP draft.
Comment #20: This will require that the old Forestry Handbooks now online be archived and
new ones written or adapted from the ECS data base to correspond to the new ECS/NPC
classifications; it is presumed that as the county foresters establish inventories from direct
experience, that this data would be collected in to new specifically Itasca County Handbooks,
now based on the ECS rather than BG. The old Handbooks should remain available to the public
but as archived historical documents.
The old Handbooks often remarked on such aesthetic attractions as the “numerous
high-quality lakes occur in a major portion of GRU and provide attractive settings for
permanent homes, recreation homes and resorts for visitors to the region,” or the scenic
quality of “a mosaic of a multitude of spring and autumn colors, large trees, medium size trees
and seedlings.” (FORESTRY HANDBOOK: For Grand Rapids Upland Biophysical Region Itasca
County, Minnesota January 2006, p.3, 75). While the intention of the Handbook is to recreate
these qualities through the best practices of forestry, it should be noted that in many case
these qualities are already present in the forest prior to harvest.
Comment #21: The emphasis of aesthetics should be encouraged as the new ECS-based
Handbooks are developed.
Comment #22: a new section or subsection specifically explaining the transition for BG to ECS
should be included, with references to the Archive of BG descriptions and old Handbooks. This
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is in addition to the suggested new section in the Introduction Chapter explaining the
difference between 2009 and 2019 in more general terms.
Section 4.1 Habitat Objective and Goals: The Landscape Goals bullet in this section includes
this statement: “At a landscape level, ICLD’s habitat/ecological goals must coincide with the
county’s economic and social context. This includes a primary economic goal to sustainably
produce a diversity of quality forest products for our local economy. It also includes the social
goal of providing a wide array of public recreational opportunities” (emphasis added).
Comment #23: Statements similar to this can be found frequently within the FMP. The
statement demonstrates the priority of forest income, with the social/recreational aspect
merely a “coincidental” benefit, “also included.” A true balance should be sought, which should
not be difficult or costly, since recreational opportunities take up very little space
comparatively.
Comment #24: ICLD should support extra restraint when it comes to the balance between
forestry and the county’s developed recreational assets and facilities. Where recreational
assets have been established by repurposed old logging roads (especially non-motorized), the
aesthetic appearance of forestry activities within or near the recreation area should be
prioritized.

Section 4.4 Pre-settlement Vegetation: Missing in 2019 is a reference to the historical work
done by Francis J. Marschner. A second table from 2009, describing the pre-settlement
vegetation specifically on county tax-forfeit lands, is also missing.
Comment #25: Credit should be given to Marschner here and in Section 2.1 Historic
Background. Respect for his contributions to the ICLD should be retained in this draft.
Comment #26: The second table is of interest to the updated FMP and should be included here
as information and guidance.
Comment #27: fix typo, p.31: “…ecological subsections within the county are described for each
NPC in section 3.1” should refer to 3.3 (not 3.1). Section 3.3 provides only a bare minimum of
description for each NPC as taken directly without update from 2009.
Comment #28: More details from ICLD sources are available and should be linked to the
Document Center and listed in the Bibliography (Appendix).
4.11 Works Cited: Footnotes #2 and #3 are photo credits only.
Comment #29: Photo credits should be provided under the photo, not as footnote. There
might be other such instances taken from “Pixabay.” Preference should go to local photos
taken by the ICLM, as most others have been, with credit properly provided under the photo.
Section 4.7: Non-forested Types: Riparian Areas: In Itasca County the “riparian areas” around
our General Development (GD), Recreational-Development (RD) and much of the Natural
Environment (NE) lakes are subdivided into private residential neighborhood. These
classifications derive from the DNR’s Shoreland Rules and the required “Shoreland Overlay”
intended principally to control riparian development for zoning purposes. These DNR Rules also
apply both to platted and unplatted riparian parcels, which include tax-forfeited lands
controlled by the ICLD. The DNR’s “Shoreland” of 1000 feet from the OHWL coincides to a very
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large extent with the “riparian areas” described in the FMP. The MFRC Sustaining Minnesota
Forest Resources seems to recommend 50 to 165’ as the Riparian Management Zone (RMZ),
depending on water body characteristics. The example offered is about 200’.
Comment #30: The DNR restrictions in the county’s riparian areas to accommodate buffers,
screening, and other structure regulations, etc. should be mentioned here, since they have
potential restrictions on county tax forfeit lands, and the forestry within.
Comment #31: Water crossings and wetland also need a DNR permit in some circumstances;
consultation with SWCD might also be necessary is some cases. This should be mentioned in
the FMP.
Section 4.10 Invasive Species and Climate Change: It would appear that these topics were
almost entirely absent from the 2009 LMP. There was no consideration of climate change and
only minimal mention of invasive species, mostly at the prompting from DNR comments on the
2009 draft. The 2009 Strategic Planning’s Policy Statements and Goals did, at least, call for
development of a noxious weed program (Section I, p. 8), and a noxious weed (invasive)
program, with Inspectors has been established, which has apparently been required by the
Noxious Weed Law and the Department of Agriculture since 1929, according to the 2019 FMP.
Comment #32: The subsection on Invasive Species should also mention specific efforts by
foresters and loggers to clean their equipment; merely stating that “public education,
collaboration with other agencies and monitoring/eradication efforts” is not sufficient
assurance to the public.
Comment #33: The ICLD is to be congratulated for acknowledging science over ideology and
allowing the consideration of climate change on ICLD lands. This is, of course, required by the
various national and state guidelines now serving as the basis for the 2019 FMP.
Comment #34: A Cooperative Invasive Species Management Area (CISMA) was established in
2014 with a strategic plan that includes lists of terrestrial invasive species. The IC CISMA
Strategic Plan should be linked in this section.
Comment #35: Presently there are enough acres in the county dominated by common tansy
that would merit inclusion in the Non-Forested Types Section 4.7.
Chapter 5:
Given that the current FMP is intended to be an “informational and guiding document
rather than a procedural document” (p.1), it is expected that many of the details found in
Section II (Operational Planning) of the 2009 LMP would not appear in the 2019 FMP. This is
especially the case for Section C (Forest Management Guidelines and Specifications). What
took 44 pages of dense narration in 2009’s Section C now is covered are 29 widely spaced pages
in 2019’s Chapter 5 (Forest Management), with different emphasis and some 2009 parts
redistributed. Nevertheless, significant parts of Section C (2009 LMP) were copied at the time
into separate policy documents still found on the County Website Document Center. This
would cause some confusion as to what policies really are current, if left in the Document
Center appearing as policy.
As examples, there is a separate Policy document in the Document Center (but not
found in the Itasca County Policy Book) called “Itasca County Timber Sales Specifications and
Guidelines” (Code 2892); this is an exact copy of Section C.1 from the 2009 LMP, called “Forest
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Management Guidelines and Specification” (code 276). Moreover, there is a different
document in the Policy Book by the same name (“Forest Management Guidelines and
Specification”) that leads to a different document than that sourced from C.1, with code #567.
There is also “Cutting Specifications for Timber Sales” (code 566), which is actually titled
“Specification Attachment to Timber Permit” (revised 1999) from unknown source apparently
congruent with 2009 C but not a copy. Comparisons of similar documents reveals slight
revisions of the text from the 1999 to the 2009.
Comment #36: These overlaps and contradictions should be reviewed, integrated and
corrected in light of the new 2019 FMP.
Comment #37: As the 2019 FMP goes into effect, the Document Center, together with the
various links found on the ICLD website, should be reviewed and updated as well. There may
be some older policies and procedures stemming from 2009 that do remain in effect; these
should be referenced within the appropriate sections of the 2019 FMP, with inclusion in the
bibliography. Out of date documents should be put in a separate historical archive, and the
current policies highlighted. Currently, the 2019 FMP draft has only one reference to the IC
Document Center, about motorized recreation, p.87.
Itasca County Timber Sale Specifications and Guidelines (2009)
In the 2009 Plan there were specifications for the interaction between logging and snowmobile
trails at C.1.IV.C. Snowmobile Trails Used to Access Timber. This is also part of a separate
document that is a copy of the first 14 pages of Section C (2009). These old guidelines include
rules on snowmobile trails, but not for the non-motorized trails.
Comment #38: Information and Guidance on the rules for not only the Snowmobile corridors
but also the Cross-Country Ski Area Trails should be included in the 2019 FMP given the public
interest in forest recreational opportunities that have at least some protections from timber
operations.
5.1 Forest Management Mission: The mission states that “forest management will provide a
balance of benefits including recreational opportunities…” Recreation tops the list of the “the
economic benefits and ecological integrity of Itasca County natural resources for both present
and future generations” (emphasis added). This text was carried forward from 2009 intact.
Comment #39: The ICLD should work toward enacting a true balance of assets rather than the
priority of timber in recreational areas, especially non-motorized.
Comment #40: The Forest Stewardship Council serves as the basis for forest management
standards. The 2019 FMP has not mentioned the FSC since the opening section 1.4. The FSC
should be reintroduced at this point in 5.1 with a brief description and link, or at least a cross
reference to 1.4, which needs expanded description.
5.2 Forest Succession: This section provides a substantial re-write of the corresponding section
in 2009 LMP.
Comment #41: This account of forest succession seems rather simplistic and overly optimistic
(but does account for why there is so much aspen thicket dominating many parcels with no
room for shade tolerant species). The 2009 has a much more nuanced description of
succession and should be retained.
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5.3 Silvicultural Systems: This section provides a very different way to describe the basic
methods of harvesting timber than that of the 2009 LMP. One important point was retained
regarding the clear-cut method versus selection harvest: that of the aesthetic effect of these
methods. The apparent source for considering the aesthetic aspect comes from the U of MN
Extension report, Woodland Stewardship – A Practical Guide for Midwestern Landowners.
Comment #42: The consideration of aesthetics as part of the balance between timber and
recreation should be emphasized and expanded. Presently, the word can be found in only four
places, none in the context of recreation.
5.8 Timber Sale Development: Prescription Assessment: includes the bullet: “Current
recreational use and how management could alter future use.”
Comment #43: This consideration should be taken seriously in assessing the balance between
timber and established recreational assets. Moreover, the assessment should consider directly
how the harvest will affect the near-term present use during the harvest as well as afterward,
especially in non-motorized recreational areas. It is insufficient merely to take note of the
existing trails in a logging contract.
5.9 Timber Permit Harvest and Administration: Missing from the 2019 FMP draft is a
description of timber sales levels: Regular, Intermediate, Informal. Several mentions can be
found in 2009 section C. Forest Management Specifications and Guidelines. There is no mention
at corresponding place in 2019.
Comment #44: Description and rationale for these sales levels (especially the “Informal” as sold
“over-the-counter” without public auction and notification) should be in the 2019 plan, along
with additional review of other procedures that would be of informational interest and
guidance to the public.
5.10 Non-timber Resources: This section includes the requirement of a permit for extraction of
gravel and earthen materials on tax-forfeit lands.
Comment #45: The Itasca County Zoning Ordinance also has extensive performance standards
and permitting for Extractive Use. This should be mentioned with links to the ICZO.
6.1 Special Management Areas Overview: “Old growth and old forest areas are managed at
the stand level and all others are managed as an area unit” (emphasis added).” Stands are also
described here as areas, and appear on the map as defined areas.
Comment #46: While it seems obvious that the Old Growth and Old Forests would be assessed
and identified on the “stand level,” the FMP should define the difference between a “stand”
and an “area unit (Is a “stand” defined by on-the-ground ecology, while the “area unit” is
defined by legal parcels?) See Comment #69.
Comment #47: Itasca County should add to its inventory of Special Management Areas, as very
few have been designated in the past, with most 50 years ago, as shown in Appendix #6.
Candidates for designation as SMA’s should favor those areas with established recreational
assets and facilities, especially non-motorized.
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6.3 Old Growth and Old Forest Stands: The benefits of these old stands are considerable, and
noted. So too, DNR guidelines for identifying old stands are listed together with the restrictions
on management. Potential stands have been identified with an inventory and in consultation
with a DNR Ecologist. Furthermore, it seems that the old growth designation can be reevaluated and potentially removed due to catastrophic events.
Comment #48: There is no information on when these stands were designated. This should be
referenced, but need not be included directly within the FMP for each of the many red
designations on the map 6.1.1.
Comment #49: There is no information or guidance on the process for designating a stand as
Old Growth or Old Forest. This protocol should be described in the FMP. The DNR website
referenced says it is working on a designation process with an “Old Growth Forest Committee,”
but not ready yet. IC should follow this DNR process.
Comment #50: The Amen Lake Non-Motorized Trail Area would be an excellent candidate for
Old Stand designation, given that much of the DNR criteria for Old Growth are present.
Moreover, there are other old growth forests close by (Suomi Semi-Primitive Area—USFS, and
the Wabu Woods SNA—DNR) which would create a larger uninterrupted habitat of biological
significance. The designation would protect the aesthetic beauty of this prime recreational
asset already developed by the County, encouraging tourism and providing a superior quality of
life for Itasca residents. Amen is a relatively small area of only 220 acres. Protection of this
area need not lead to loss of timber income if balanced with the remaining 248,000 acres of
commercial forestlands on tax-forfeit county lands.
6.4 High Conservation Value Forests: The HCVF concept, developed by the Forest Stewardship
Council, implies that there is a means to accomplish the designation in consultation with
stakeholders. The 2009 LMP had much more information on the two HVCF, including maps, but
lacking information on the designation dates, or how to initiate the process today. Stakeholder
input is part of the process, but no information on how or when this is solicited. The criteria
seem very similar to the old growth forests. In section 7.3 these HVCF areas are included in a
list of non-motorized recreational trail areas. But no information on these trails (if they exist) is
provided here, in section 7.3, in the 2009 LMP or on the ICLD website.
Comment #51: Information should be included on the full process for designating a HVCF,
including the dates and authorizing body of those already designated. The distinction between
Old Growth Forests and the HVCF concept should be explained; the very similar Natural Areas
are at least given a date and mandate.
Comment #52: The Amen Lake Non-Motorized Trail Area would be an excellent candidate for
designation as the next High Conservation Value Forest, given that much of the DNR criteria for
Old Growth are present. There are other old growth forests close by (Suomi Semi-Primitive
Area—USFS, and the Wabu Woods SNA—DNR) which would create a larger uninterrupted
habitat of biological significance. The designation would protect the aesthetic beauty of this
prime recreational asset already developed by the County, encouraging tourism and providing a
superior quality of life for Itasca residents. Amen is a relatively small area of only 220 acres.
Protection of this area need not lead to loss of timber income if balanced with the remaining
248,000 acres of commercial forestlands on tax-forfeit county lands.
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6.5 Natural Areas: The majority of the Natural Areas were designated as much as 50 years ago,
with only two added in this century. Very few have access or trails and therefore remain mostly
unknown to, and unused by the public.
Comment #53: The Amen Lake Non-Motorized Trail Area would be an excellent candidate for
Natural Area conservation designation, given that much of the DNR criteria for Old Growth are
present. There are other old growth forests close by (Suomi Semi-Primitive Area—USFS, and
the Wabu Woods SNA—DNR) which would create a larger uninterrupted habitat of biological
significance. The designation would protect the aesthetic beauty of this prime recreational
asset already developed by the County, encouraging tourism and providing a superior quality of
life for Itasca residents. Amen is a relatively small area of only 220 acres. Protection of this
area need not lead to loss of timber income if balanced with the remaining 248,000 acres of
commercial forestlands on tax-forfeit county lands.
6.6 Marcell Experimental Forest: This nationally known experimental forest is given a very
short description that leaves out the scientific importance of the Spruce Project located therein.
Comment #54: While more detail can be found in the Works Cited section with link, there
should also be a link to the Spruce Project located in the forest (which seems to go lacking in
the Experimental Forest website). Although not a county program, results from these
nationally sponsored experiments in climate change in the heart of Itasca County’s Forests
should be of informational interest to the Itasca public, leading to guidance from what is
learned.
6.7 Bass Lake Park: This major county parkland has recreational facilities that are not
mentioned here in 6.7, or in Section 7.4, where a least its campground is mentioned. The park
is protected from timber sales. The management plan at Bass Lake Park that maintains public
safety by removing storm damage to the recreational facilities and trails along with hazardous
conditions.
Comment #55: The Bass Lake Park forest management plan could be a model for managing
other recreation areas with timber restrictions, such as Wabana and Amen Lake Area, when so
designated.
Comment #56: The linked reference to the Park System pages on the County Website should be
included, as is was in the 2009 LMP.
7. Forest Roads, Trails and Recreation (generally): Large sections of the 2009 LMP have been
removed from the 2019 FMP. These include the Park and Recreation Program Overview which
has a mission statement in the form of goals, mention of the Parks and Recreation Commission,
and the Community Coordination. Some but not all of the communities listed can be found
later Sections.
Comment #57: While this FMP draft is intended to focus of forest management, it is important
to provide information to the public on how the interaction and balance of recreation within
the forest is managed.
7.1 Forest Transportation Networks: This section describes very briefly the transportation
needs of forestry operation, with some mention of environmental protections from these forest
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access roads and trails. In an earlier draft of this section, reference was made to “Timber Sale
Specification and Guidelines” which would appear in the Appendix. This reference has been
removed and the Guidelines do not appear in the Appendix. Nevertheless, these same Timber
Sale Specification and Guidelines are still mentioned in bullet on Forest Transportation Network
Guidelines.
Comment #58: These Guidelines can be found under that name in the Document Center (Code
2892), which is a direct copy from Section C. Forest Management Specifications and Guidelines
of the 2009 LMP. There is also another, different document under same name, with code 567.
The inconsistencies have been described above in a comment regarding Chapter 5: General
Comments, and should be cleaned up and links provided. See also a Comment addressing the
2892 Guidelines specifically also located in the Chapter 5 comments.
Comment #59: Ski trails should have similar protections as do snowmobile trails in the old
policy.
7.3 Non-motorized Recreational Trail Areas: Lists are provided of many non-motorized trail
areas.
Comment #60: Many of these areas cannot be found in the 2009 LMP, the County Website
page listing parks and trails, etc., or the IC Recreation Resources Plan. More descriptive details
should be supplied here or linked to where information can be found.
7.4 Park and Recreation Program: Too much has been removed from the 2009 source that
provides information about the program. The introduction does still state that “This program
strives to meet the ever‐increasing demand for recreational opportunities and the local
commitment to achieve economic growth from recreational tourism while keeping resource
protection at the forefront of recreational planning” (emphasis added).
Comment #61: The P&R Program Overview at F.1.A of the 2009 LMP should be restored.
Comment #61a: The Park and Recreation Staff should have a greater influence on forestry
policy and decisions when encroaching on P&R assets.
Comment #62: The mission statement opening the Program Overview supports the balance,
rather than priority, of timber income over recreational protections for both tourism and the
quality of life for Itasca residents. The collateral damage done to the non-motorized areas
should be recognized and corrected.
Comment #63: The expunged Overview mission statement also confirms the growing economic
significance of Tourism as imperative to enhance the aesthetic attraction of established county
recreational assets.
Comment #64: Unlike the listing of clubs and stakeholders who coordinate with the ICLD
regarding management and maintenance of the motorized trails, there is no mention of the
non-motorized clubs, such as the Northern Lights Nordic Ski Club, that share Grant-in-Aid
funding and provide volunteer efforts.
Comment #65: The Park and Recreational Program is an essential part of the ICLD and operates
principally out of county forest lands. A reference/link to their Bylaws and County webpage
should be included: http://www.co.itasca.mn.us/262/Park-Recreation-Commission
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7.5 Hunting Structures and Related Activities: Rules are established for hunting structures and
stands.
Comment #66: The rules for stands are difficult to understand and seem contradictory.
Appendix: Several additions to the Appendix are warranted.
Comment #67: Given the importance of the greatly expanded sections with long lists of species
and schedules in the Appendix, the Table of Contents found on p. 100 should also be included
on page iv.
Comment #68: Given the large number of acronyms contained in this Plan, there should be a
List of Acronyms used to assist the public.
Comment #69: Given the many technical terms found in the FMP, there should be a List of
Definitions/Glossary included in the Appendix. It is insufficient to define terms only in the text
as needed in one place, but found in others. Sample definitions and acronyms can be imported
from other documents such as MFRC Sustaining Minnesota Forest Resources. However, there
could be some missing from external lists that should be included for the FMP. See also
Comment #46 for another example.
Comment #70: There should be a comprehensive Bibliography (not just works cited) of
pertinent reference materials used by Forestry staff for policy and decision making. This is
especially important for those outside materials that are treated as de-facto ICFM Policy and
Procedure, as alternative to the mostly internal policy and procedures not included from the
2009 LMP, and apparently now revised by reference to key documents only. Only some of 2009
material migrated to the 2019 FMP. The more that was cut from the 2009 text means the more
that needs reference in 2019. Many of the links and documents that would be listed in this
bibliography can be found scattered around the LD website pages. A bibliography would
summarize and classify the ICLM references in one place, for Information and Guidance from
the Public. This should be a standard part of any FMP, together with definitions and acronyms.
The Bibliography should include these key documents listed below plus many more, both the
documents themselves and as links:
• Forest Stewardship Council-US Forest Management Standard (V1.1)
• Minnesota Forest Resource Council: Minnesota’s Forest Management Guidelines (this
84-page document is a field guide and also referred to as Minnesota’s Forest
Management Field Guide 2014-1 With Bookmarks)
• Minnesota Forest Resource Council: Sustaining Minnesota Forest Resources (this 590page document is also referred to as “Revised Forest Management Guidelines (2012).”
• Ecological Classification System:
o Zones as described briefly in the FMP; these references/ links to source
documents are essential part of a plan for Information and Guidance;
• Native Plant Community documents referenced in Plan
• All those various documents referenced and cited throughout the FMP
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•
•
•

•

Those links and documents that remain valid, some of which were imported from the
2009 LMP, and also those still valid scattered on the ICLD website
Those several older Policy documents found in the ICLD Document Center that are still
currently used, often with technical detail not addressed in the FMP itself.
Archive of all old documents regarding Land Management, with emphasis on recently
retired documents: e.g.
http://www.co.itasca.mn.us/DocumentCenter/View/2892/Itasca-County-Timber-SaleSpecifications-and-Guidelines
Many of these more important reference documents should be held directly on the
county document center, and not be links only.

Comment #71: Missing both in the body of the Plan and/or Appendix is a place-holder for the
evaluation of Stakeholder Comments. These Public Comments and the ICLD
response/evaluation should be published with the updated Forest Management Plan 2019, as
they had been in 2009 and other such Plans by the County. I understand that responding to all
the comments in this comment document alone will be time-consuming, but a much better
FMP will be produced. It is insufficient to answer these comments collectively (with some
exceptions); each one is pertinent to the section it addresses and should be given individual
consideration and incorporation. It might be a good idea to delay the final approval before the
County Board until these (and other’s) concerns can be thoughtfully considered and evaluated.
Appendix #5: Harvest Schedules: Included here are just 9 species of trees. There is no
schedule for other species such as maple, oak, white pine and others at this location.
Comment #72: Why are these particular 9 species listed with harvest schedules included and
not others?
Appendix #9: Public Consultation Policy: The subsection Procedures for Incorporating
Stakeholder Input originally included reference to the social impact of long term planning. The
2009 LMP, Section I.3.A was titled “Procedures for incorporating the results of evaluations of
social impact and stakeholder comment.”
Comment #73: The reference to social impact should be restored with the full text from 2009
LMP.
Appendix #10 (Balsam) and #11 (Camping):
Comment #74: The footnotes referenced to Appendix 12 (Works Cited) are one number off.
Works Cited, passim: Most of the citations include the irrelevant and confusing date, often “15
October, 2019” or similar reference.
Comment #75: please remove these repetitive dates that have no relevance to the citations.
On the Notification Process for Public Comments:
Comment #76: Beginning a 30-day comment period just prior to the Christmas/New Year
holiday season during a time when seasonal residents (who most often have strong interests in
the county’s forested lake areas) are absent creates a problem for transparency and open
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government. This timing puts a great deal of pressure on those who would like to offer
comments that are thorough, cross-checked, and well thought out. The 2009 Land
Management Plan received over 60 separate comments from the DNR alone; this time the
schedule becomes much more burdensome for paid employees with two weeks off during the
holidays. The notification of the public meeting dates also came only five days prior to the
Tuesday, January 7th first meeting. The second meeting was also on a Tuesday, which hinders
those with Tuesday obligations to miss both. My apologies for transmitting this extensive
Comment document at the very end of the comment period.

Commenter 20
From: David Lick <wabana54@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 29, 2019 11:12 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Forest Management plan
Kory,
I received copy of the draft forest management plan and wanted to make some general comments if I
may.
1) I would like to see the county do more reforestation rather than regeneration in hopes of seeing
more cedar and white pine in the county. I realize the difficulty because I am attempting to bring those
species back on my 100 acres.
2) Create large buffers near water bodies, I know that the county tries to but would like to see more
emphasis to protect water quality.
3) logging in recreational areas (skiing and hiking trails) pay attention to the aesthetics of clear cuts, try
to leave large buffers where you only selectively log.
4) Old growth should be more given consideration prior to cutting it down.
I feel that these types of suggestions can be conveyed to the logger but keep in mind that I am not a
forester, these suggestions tend to rile the pubic one way or the other.
Thanks,
David Lick
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Commenter 21
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Comments on Forest Management Plan
Friday, January 24, 2020 2:10:56 PM

From: Catherine McLynn <cat@mclynn.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 9:48 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Cc: Nelson, Tom <nelso885@umn.edu>
Subject: Comments on Forest Management Plan
Thank you for the opportunity for public comment on the Forest Management Plan.
It was pointed out at the meeting that the recreational value of county managed lands is recognized
and a statement to that effect is in the plan. With regard to timber harvest near or within ski trail
systems, the plan indicates that stakeholders will be consulted. Those statements should be
highlighted and emphasized. Policy should be implemented to address competing interests. County
land within or near Stoney Ridge, Cowhorn, Big Ridge and Alder Pond have now all been logged, and
the scenery has changed. Some parts of each system are still wind protected, hardwood or pine
forests. But a significant portion of each is or will be cleared, wide open, wind blown for many years
as the forest regenerate. Only Wabana and Amen, both small ski trail systems on county managed
forest lands, now still wind through the older forest with plenty of cover for wildlife and wind
protection. The plan should specifically restrict timber harvest in the very small acreage of both
Wabana and Amen trail systems. Amen links up with the more extensive Suomi Hills system. In
partnership with USFS then, the county could manage Amen as part of a larger forest area allowing
for older growth forest and wildlife diversity in comparison with the other ski trails.
Thank you for maintaining and grooming the three trail systems nearest Grand Rapids: Alder Pond,
Wabana and Big Ridge. Northern Lights Nordic Ski Club volunteers are willing to continue
maintenance and grooming of Amen in coordination with grooming of Suomi.
I respectfully request that you give serious consideration to assigning a higher value to recreation
benefits of the ski trails at Amen in comparison with whatever limited income may be gained from
timber harvest in that area.
Sincerely,
Catherine McLynn

Commenter 22
TO: ITASCA COUNTY LAND DEPARTMENT: Attention Kory Cease, Land
Commissioner
FROM: Lynn and Tim Moratzka,
32548 County Road 326, Bovey, Mn 55709
COMMENTS ON THE FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN - January 23, 2020
We are full time residents of Itasca County. We have owned our property since 2000
and have been coming here since the 1970’s.
Lynn is also an “at large” appointee to the Parks and Recreation Commission. In
addition, Lynn serves on the Itasca Waters board and we both serve on the Northern
Lights Ski Club Board.
We are “silent sports” participants and advocates. We cross country ski, snow shoe,
bike, hike, kayak and fish.
Following are our written comments to the Land Department on the “draft” Forest
Management Plan currently out for public comment.
First, We understand that timber is an important resource for Itasca County and that the
revenue offsets operating costs of the Land Department.
In December, Commissioner Ives came to the Parks and Recreation Commission
meeting and stated in Itasca County - the top three resources for the County are in
order of importance
Mining, Timber and Recreation
No dispute. However, Recreation is one of the top three resources. While it may be
difficult to quantify direct dollars to the county coffers as with timber sales, recreation
dollars support many businesses - restaurants, hotels, hardware, gasoline, etc. that pay
taxes and provide jobs. Recreation/tourism should not be considered a distant third.
The plan recognizes that the tourism industry continues to grow in Itasca County and is
critical. If that is the case, the plan should include recreation/tourism as part of the
criteria for how County Park land is managed for logging.
Residents and tourists come and stay for the QUALITY of the natural resources. We
did.
According to the plan there are approximately 248,000 acres of land available for
logging by the County. While this plan only deals with the County land, there are also
huge tracts of land managed by the US Forest Service and the DNR for logging. Each
unit of government has its own plan for logging. We suggest that there be a more
formal coordination of logging between the agencies, especially on tracts that are
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adjacent and have recreational user groups that are affected by trail closure or re-routes
during logging.
Our ideal would be that no logging occur in the areas the County has designated as
park and recreation areas except for blow downs. To support recreation we ask If we
ask
1.
That Amen County Park be protected as a representative Ecosystem. It is only
220 acres which the County has invested County funds in to be a park. Plus volunteers
maintain the ski trails. Logging should only be done in blow down areas.
2.
That when logging is done in a recreation area such as Alder Pond, Stony Ridge
and Big Ridge that a buffer area be left between the trails and the clear cut areas to
preserve the natural experience of the trail users.
3.
That logging companies be required to put the trails/roads back in a condition
that can be used for recreation. Too often the loggers leave logs, branches, debris in
the trails that volunteers or county staff have to clean up before the trails can be used
again for recreation. Even hiking on the roads that have been left by the losers is often
very difficult.
4
That recreation areas be evaluated as a whole - not in pieces for logging. For
example, look at the records of logging contracts for Alder Pond for the last three
auction cycles. Every year a section was put out for auction so the possibility exists that
Alder Pond will be disturbed and not available for cross country skiing or hiking for 4-6
years.
5.
That communication with the recreation user groups be timely both as areas are
selected for auction and when the loggers begin logging the area. We agree that
communication has improved especially with the motorized groups. However, it isn’t as
robust with the non-motorized groups.
6.
That the County foresters should look at the old growth maps and history of the
County that show what the forests supported in the 1870’s. Can historical species be
planted rather than just allowing aspen stands to continuously be harvested.
Generally, we think the plan is well written and we look forward to the updating of the
Park and Recreation Plan.

Commenter 23
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Recreational Area
Thursday, January 23, 2020 1:35:07 PM

From: Holly Newton <hollyknewton@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Cc: Terry Snyder <Terry.Snyder@co.itasca.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Recreational Area

January 22, 2020
To:

Kory Cease,
Itasca County Land Commissioner

Cc:

Terry Snyder
Itasca County Commissioner Dist. 2

From: Holly and Michael Newton
34975 Christmas Lane
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
Re:

Management of Amen Lake Recreational Area

Dear Kory,
We are in favor of a Forest Management Plan that would protect the Amen Lake
Recreational Area from future logging activity. A logging project on those 220 acres
would greatly disturb the ecosystem and public recreation in that location and should
not be considered especially when Itasca County has over 248,000 acres available
for logging projects that would not be nearly as detrimental.
Amen Lake Recreational Area borders the Chippewa National Forest on one side and
the Wabu Woods Scientific and Natural Area on the other. It creates a contiguous
corridor that connects these wilderness areas and should not be severed. A logging
project would have significant environmental effects on the wildlife habitat, wetlands,
and water quality in that area.
Over the years Itasca County has invested thousands of tax dollars to build and
maintain the Amen Lake trail system. It is used year around by hikers, hunters,
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fisherman, skiers, etc. Logging projects in that location will have negative and
adverse effects that would severely hamper the public recreation of the area. Other
areas of the county not designated for public recreation would be more
suitable.
Active land and forest management should provide a balance of benefits that include
recreational opportunities, quality water, and wildlife habitat. Public recreation areas
like Amen Lake Recreational Area that are old growth forests and connecting
corridors to established conservation areas and national forests should forever be
exempt from logging projects that could impede sustainable and healthy forest
ecosystem as well as public recreation.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to express our concern.
Sincerely,
Holly and Michael Newton

Commenter 24
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Trails
Monday, January 13, 2020 10:58:28 AM

-----Original Message----From: Patrick Perry <perry.byrd@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 8:28 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Trails
I am writing to voice concern about logging on Amen Lake Ski trails. I do use this trail and have enjoyed its beauty
for many years. It is a main connector to the Suomi Ski Trails. This long ski connected trails is a draw for tourist to
the area who enjoy cross country skiing and hiking. It a unique to Itasca County and should be preserved as a
protected recreational area.
Sent from my iPad

Commenter 25
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Logging
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 4:40:43 PM

From: Casey Rutherford <kcruth@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Logging
Good afternoon,
I am writing to ask that you refrain from logging the Amen Lake Ski Trail Area. Areas such as Amen,
untouched by logging, are becoming more rare, and as someone who visits Grand Rapids frequently
in order to take advantage of the pristine wilderness, I would urge you to protect this small space.
Thank you,
Casey Rutherford

Commenter 26
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake area forest
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:27:28 AM

-----Original Message----From: Bill Rutherford <bill419@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:19 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake area forest
I am writing to request that the Amen Lake forest area not be logged. I lived near the Golden Anniversary area for
many years, and skied, hiked, and hunted those trails at the Cowhorn ski area. The area was logged while I lived
there, so I saw directly how it changed the utilization pattern and usage, in my opinion, for the negative.
I now live on Bluewater lake and have utilized the Amen trails in the same manner. I believe that logging the area
would have the same negative impact as I saw at Cowhorn. In addition, I feel that it is very important to preserve
some our forested areas in the manner at which they presently exist, for recreational use as well as wildlife habitat.
Thank you for your attention to this issue.
Bill Rutherford
Sent from my iPad

Commenter 27
Mr. Kory Cease,

Please consider the Amen Lake Forest as protected from logging.
This 220 acres has been recognized by Itasca County as special since the 1970’s
when called “The Hunter Walking Trail” with cedar signage. In the 1980’s it became
“The Amen Lake Ski Trails”, well groomed and maintained by the County. About ten
years ago the new Lake Loop was added on the south end. This trail system is
connected to South Suomi and North Suomi. It is a priceless area and well used and
loved by locals and tourists. We will never see these hardwoods again in our lifetime
and maybe our children’s lifetime if they are logged off.
So much money has been invested in this area by the County over the years, how
can it be profitable to destroy it? I understand the County has thousands of acres
that can be sold to loggers for profit. Consider preserving the Amen Lake Forest as
protected from logging.
Thank you, Susan Vann

Commenter 28
-----Original Message----From: Erika <vannerika@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2020 7:57 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen trail - no logging
Please do not log the Amen lake ski trails. I really enjoy the forest and hiking and skiing in those trails.
It’s a beautiful forest with the hills and wetlands and blue heron rookery.
Thanks
Erika
Sent from my iPhone

Erika Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:20:48 AM]

Commenter 29
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Save Amen Forest area from Logging
Thursday, January 23, 2020 1:36:38 PM

From: Elise Widen <e.widen@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 11:43 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Save Amen Forest area from Logging
Attn.: Land Department
As area residents and outdoor enthusiasts we frequently use the Amen trails in all seasons, hiking,
walking, snowshoeing & skiing. We have used this area and forest trails for 40+ years with our young
children who are now adults and our grandchildren are now enjoying it with us. It is a unique area
and we enjoy the woods and wildlife and the serenity of the silence and beauty of this pristine area.
Through the years we have enjoyed seeing many types of wildlife and it provides needed wildlife
habitat. Many residents and visitors in this area use these trails and woods. There must be
alternative forest areas that could be logged, leaving this area as is.
Elise and Doug Widen

Commenter 30
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Management plan
Friday, January 17, 2020 11:43:16 AM

-----Original Message----From: Timothy Wotzka <twotzka@paulbunyan.net>
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2020 4:00 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Re: Management plan
Good Morning,
I would also like to comment on plan to harvest timber on the Amen Lake ski trails. I fully understand the need for
Aspen and Spruce . With the building of the parcel base map in Itasca County I figure I have help set up more
timber sales than any forester could ever dream of. The Amen Lake ski trails is an area of Maple basswood forest,
can we not cut down all the Maple. In talking with loggers this past summer.. they say they can’t find anyone to buy
fire wood. Please manage the ski trails in a responsible way.
Can the Amen ski trails be protected from the clear and selective cutting???
tjw
> On Jan 16, 2020, at 8:41 AM, Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us> wrote:
>
> Tim,
> Thank you for providing input on the plan, hope all is well.
> Kory
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Timothy Wotzka <twotzka@paulbunyan.net>
> Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2020 4:54 AM
> To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
> Subject: Management plan
>
> Hello Kory,
>
> Please take time in your plan to state the the Foresters SHALL protect and perpetuate the Public Land Survey
System. Destruction by the loggers will not be tolerated. The Public Land Survey System is the “Backbone” for
ALL the land ownership in Itasca County.
> And , I have seen thru out the years some poor road building , haphazardly done. poor drainage ect… I know you
are not a road authority and you don’t build roads but they always appear… The last issue I have is the Hunter
walker trails, they are over run by the 4 wheelers, please help if you can.
>
> Timothy J. Wotzka
>
>
>

Commenter 31
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Lake Ski trails/recreation area
Wednesday, January 22, 2020 4:41:09 PM

From: Michael Young <mcyoungster@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 4:29 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Lake Ski trails/recreation area
Hello Kory,
Please highly consider not performing any logging in the Amen Lake area and keep the old growth
forest. The Amen Lake ski trail and recreation area is a crucial part for non-motorized recreation to
people in Itasca county. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Michael Young, OD
Bonner Eye Clinic
Grand Rapids, MN

Commenter 32
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Amen Ski Trails
Friday, January 24, 2020 2:15:17 PM

From: Kim Young <queticokim74@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 7:15 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Amen Ski Trails
Kory,
Please consider keeping as many trees in the Amen Lake area as possible. It has been used by
hundreds of skiers over the last 35 years. I know, I'm one of them. But I understand the need to
manage the area and the woods. Please don't clear cut it. People have worked very hard to
maintain, utilize, hike and ski on those trails for many years. Hopefully many years to come. We
have an unbelievable connected skiing and hiking trail system here in Itasca County. It is a valuable
asset and brings people into the area, especially in the winter. Thank you.
Kim Young

Commenter 33
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Please preserve the amen lake trails
Wednesday, January 15, 2020 10:17:04 AM

From: Katherine Zupan <kmzupan@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 8:10 PM
To: Roger Clark <Roger.Clark@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Please preserve the amen lake trails
Hello Clark,
I am writing to support the preservation of the Amen Lake trail system and ask that logging be
avoided! I have spent much of my life on those beautiful forest trails. I hike in the fall and ski all
winter long. I have countless memories with my dad on this trails and would be heartbroken if they
were dramatically altered by logging. Please pass on my email to those who are involved in this
project.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Katie Zupan
--

Katherine Kask, DPT, OCS
kmzupan@gmail.com
218.259.9982

Commenter 34
-----Original Message----From: Lindsay Zupan <lindsay.c.keene@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2020 11:06 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Public comment - Amen lake trail area
To whom it may concern,
I am writing in to comment on proposed logging to Amen Lake ski area. I grew up in Cohasset and live in
Duluth today. The Amen lake ski trails remain some of the best in the area for outdoor recreation. My
family and I travel back to the GR area and ski this system all winter long - what a shame to log this area
and alter its incredible beauty. Please consider what value and tourism this ski system provides to those
who grew up here and continue to call it home. It is an important space we would like to save from
logging and allow other generations to continue to enjoy. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Zupan

Lindsay Zupan Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:21:34 AM]

Commenter 35
-----Original Message----From: Luke Zupan <luke.zupan@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2020 2:14 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Public comment on amen ski area logging
To whom it may concern,
I am a Grand Rapids native living in the Duluth area. Every year I look forward to skiing the amen ski
trails because of its natural beauty. It is a true example of what a northern Minnesota ski experience can
offer. I have recommended this area to many visitors to share in this resource of nature.
I strongly discourage the logging of this ski area as it would obliterate this natural experience for all
users, native as well as paying tourist.
There must be alternatives in exchange for this area that would be of lesser impact to repeat nature
seekers.
Respectfully,
Luke Zupan

Luke Zupan Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:21:59 AM]

Commenter 36
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Logging state and Federal multi-use recreational trails.
Tuesday, January 14, 2020 1:20:45 PM

From: Randy & Nancy Zupan <rnzupan@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Logging state and Federal multi-use recreational trails.
State Forests:
"A network of 58 state forests encompass nearly 4 million acres.
Although they are actively managed for timber production, state forests are also important areas for
outdoor recreation. Most forests are open to a variety of activities, including camping, hiking,
mountain biking, fishing, hunting, skiing, bird watching, mushroom and berry picking and more.
Activities such as photography and wildlife viewing are strongly encouraged."
Atlas: All Outdoors: Northeastern, MN. Sportsman's Connection, p. 128,, www.scmaps.com
Please do not allow logging on or around established outdoor recreation trails as there are few
accessable beautiful places to observe unaltered nature. Itasca County should be very proud of the
environmental opportunities we have advertised for many years.
Let the public enjoy nature and observe how nature manages itself.
Thank you for your consideration,
Respectfully,
Nancy Zupan
Amen Lake Trails skier/hiker for over 40 years.

Commenter 37
-----Original Message----From: Randy & Nancy Zupan <rnzupan@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Forest management plan comments
Dear Land Deprtment,
As a general comment, I feel there should not be logging in areas that have been designated as hiking,
biking or skiing areas. I have chosen to live in this area because of the woods and lakes. Old growth
forests are much more appealing than logged forests. There should be enough county forest land that
can be logged that isn't designated as recreation areas.
Thank you for your respectful consideration, Randall Zupan
Sent from my iPad

Randall Zupan Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:23:04 AM]

Commenter 38
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: draft management plan comments
Thursday, January 23, 2020 4:18:13 PM

From: Carl Bleiler <cbleiler@paulbunyan.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 3:47 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: draft management plan comments
Kory,
I have reviewed portions of the draft management plan. In my opinion, it is a very thorough and well
done plan covering all the land management aspects. I fully support your new management plan. My
particular interest lies in active forest management – harvesting, regenerating, and growing trees.
The stated aspen rotation age of 50 to 60 years is very appropriate. During my 35 years of forestry
experience, I have often recommended a mature tree size goal of 10 inches DBH and 6
merchantable sticks. Your proposed rotation age will certainly accomplish this goal. With reference
to the forest legacies, I encourage you to continue to use patches rather than individual scattered
trees. Patch legacies are easier to manage, minimize negative regeneration impacts, and provide a
more useful wildlife area. I see trends on other public lands to leave more than 5% residual legacy
trees, and these actions create a whole host of negative forest impacts. Stick with your goal of 5%
legacies or possibly less in certain situations. Red pine is also a species of importance to me. Your
proposed 90 year rotation age is certainly acceptable. Red pine reaches the peak of its growth curve
at approximately age 75 years. The 90 year goal would accomplish providing a variety of wood
products and forest habitat. I would not recommend exceeding a 90 year rotation age. I have often
stated to other land managers that Itasca County has some of the better red pine plantations in
Minnesota. I fully support intensive management of the red pine cover type including the wise use of
herbicides. In conclusion, I strongly support Itasca County’s vigorous forest management and
harvesting through the guidance of your management plan. Thank you very much for the
opportunity to comment.
Carl Bleiler, CF

Commenter 39
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dlearmon@2z.net
Kory Cease; Michael Gibbons
Re: Public Informational Meetings - Draft Forest Management Plan
Saturday, January 18, 2020 3:30:57 PM

Thank you, Kory and Mike, for the announcement about the draft forest
management plan being ready for review and comment, and for conducting
the public presentations. I feel that the plan is well done, and at
this time have only a few comments or suggestions for you to consider:
1. Given that the market for commercial timber is an important factor
in the county's management of its timber resource, and especially that
the department is pretty much self-funded, plus having the broad
public being aware of the importance of the county forestry department
in the timber economy and the wood products industry in the county, I
suggest that, if you have the data, you include a tale or two that
shows (a) the volume and proportion of the county's share of the
timber harvest and resource within the county boundaries and (b) the
volume and proportion of the county's share of the timber harvest and
wood consumption as a fraction of the total statewide timber harvest
and timber consumption within the state.
2. While I mentioned it orally in a question at the second public
meeting, I will restate here my inquiry into the degree to which the
county accesses or uses long term (say >35 years) forecasts or
predictions by state or other third party firms or data sources as to
broad changes that may be experienced in the timber species demand and
in wood products consumption, this could be an important factor in
guiding planting and harvest priorities and practices.
3. In maps to be included, I suggest considering addition to a
broad-scale map an outline of the county's mining overlay zone - the
mining industry is important to the county and can have an effect on
the medium and long term forestry practices and policies, and
including the overlay on maps, with appropriate policy language in the
text, could show areas where practices and policies may be different,
knowing that mining is also a large-scale land user and where forestry
policies may need to be different, knowing that surface land/forestry
use may more likely be disrupted than in those areas not as likely to
be subject to disruption by mining.
Thank you Doug
======================================================

Quoting Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@co.itasca.mn.us>:
> Please see notification below of upcoming open public informational
> meetings for Itasca County's draft Forest Management Plan. A direct
> link to the draft plan can be found at:
> http://www.co.itasca.mn.us/DocumentCenter/View/5314/-Draft-Forest-Management-Plan
> Feel free to forward this email to others or to other departments
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> within your operation, thank you for your consideration.
>
> [cid:image003.png@01D5C171.F17FFDE0]
>
> Kory Cease
> Land Commissioner
>
> Itasca County Land Department
> 1177 LaPrairie Ave.
> Grand Rapids, MN 55744
> 218-327-7392 (office)
> 218-244-8283 (cell)
> [cid:image002.png@01D5C172.8506B720]

Commenter 40
January 23, 2020
To: Itasca County Land Department
From: Howard Hoganson
RE: Comments on Draft Forest Plan
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the January 2020 draft of the Itasca
County Forest Management Plan. I have lived in the County 30+ years and worked in the area of
forest management planning for the University of Minnesota. The following comments are mine
and do not represent those of the University.
1) The document is well written and generally easy to follow.
2) The plan is based on area control. Although area control is simple to understand, it is a
very simplified approach to forest management planning that has substantial weaknesses.
As the County Land Department is aware, there are newer analysis tools, like linear
programming, that are available. Linear programming is used for forest management
planning by forest industry and large public ownerships like the Minnesota DNR and US
Forest Service. The County should seriously consider using such tools in the future,
hopefully sooner rather than later. Itasca County forest lands are an extremely valuable
asset to the County. The basics of the area control approach may be generally good, but
how much better might be plausible? A well-done, more detailed analysis would almost
certainly pay for itself. And there may be low-cost technical support available through the
University of Minnesota.
3) Three weaknesses of area control that relate to the Itasca County situation:
a. Area control does not address directly: (1) the economic benefits and costs
associated with creating a regulated forest or (2) the potential value of added
investments in forest management. By investing in management, the County
might be able to harvest more both short-term and long-term. Investments in
management might also help improve environmental values while sustaining
acceptable harvest levels. The County is clearly benefiting from the red pine
reforestation investments made in the past via at least partial support from the
Blandin Foundation. Values of investments in forest management can be
substantially larger when addressed from a forest-wide perspective. Might the
County be missing important opportunities?
b. Area control does little to coordinate management across forest cover types. Some
forest cover types, like established red pine, are much more valuable than other
forest cover types on a per acre basis, with potentially large financial losses when
stands in the cover type are not harvested close to their optimal financial rotation
age. Does each forest cover type need to be regulated separately and as fast as
possible? Coordinated management across cover types might still achieve some of
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the same general objectives of area control while also addressing other objectives
too.
c. Generally, timber industry stakeholders and loggers are almost certainly far more
concerned about the volume harvested each year than the area harvested each
year. Area control focuses only on the area harvested.
4) The draft forest plan would benefit from some very basic economic analyses to help
better understand likely impacts of assumptions for the rotation lengths for key forest
cover types. More specifically, simple stand-level economic analyses comparing the
impact of rotation length on the net present value (NPV) of at least several representative
stand types would likely help stakeholders better understand the potential impact of the
rotation length assumptions for the targeted forest regulation conditions. These simple
economic analyses should focus on the aspen and red pine forest cover types, the two
forest cover types with the greatest impacts on financial returns to the County. Even a
small difference in NPV between alternative rotation lengths, on a per acre basis, would
be magnified substantially if applied over the 100,000 of acres of the aspen forest cover
type managed by the County. For example, if the average loss for the aspen cover type is
over $10/acre that would translate to over a one million dollar loss. Substantially larger
financial returns to the County seem plausible from managing higher site index aspen
stands on rotations shorter than 50 years.
a. The average yields per acre reflected in the County’s area control summary table
for the aspen forest cover type are 25 cords/acre when managed on a 40-year
rotation and 26 cords/acre when managed on a 50-year rotation. This seems to
suggest that holding aspen from age 40 to age 50 only increases average yields by
1 cord/acre? Is there more going on in the analysis assumptions to explain such a
small difference?
b. An estimated breakdown of volume yield by tree species mix and stand age
within the aspen forest cover type would be helpful. It would also be helpful to
describe how these yield estimates were developed.
c. Generally a stand, managed using even-aged management, is considered
financially mature when its value growth rate drops below the interest rate. It
would be helpful to report estimated value and volume growth rates for the aspen
forest cover type for alternative rotation ages for at least three site index classes.
d. Value growth rate calculations should consider increases in stumpage prices that
often result from reductions in harvest costs from harvesting larger diameter trees
at older ages. How much might harvest costs/cord drop between age 40 and age
50? One might expect this varies substantially between site index classes.
5) For applying area control, the County subdivided the black spruce cover type to
recognize shorter rotation lengths for the more productive sites. With the County
managing so many acres of aspen, why wasn’t this also done for the aspen cover type?
The area harvest annually by the County from the aspen cover type would increase from
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about 2000 acres to about 2500 acres if 40 years was the assumed rotation length rather
than 50 years. One might expect that the County could generate substantially more
revenue if even just a highest site index class of aspen is managed on a 40-year rotation.
And 45-year rotations might be good for an average site index class and 50-year rotations
on a lower site index class? Harvesting on shorter rotations may require more Land
Department staff time, which may require hiring additional foresters. It may be well
worth it!
6) One might wonder how the age class distribution for the aspen cover type varies for
various subsets of the aspen forest cover type. For example, for the state of Minnesota as
a whole, there are substantial differences in age class distributions for the aspen forest
cover type when examined by separate site index classes. With area control as the driver
for planning for the County, one might see substantially larger harvest volume shifts
between periods if forest cover type area by site index class is not well balanced across
age classes. It would also be helpful to report age class distributions for the aspen forest
cover type by subclasses like management district, stand size (area) class, percent aspen
mix by volume, and a seasonal access class. Maybe the forest age class distribution for
the aspen forest cover type is of concern in terms of some of these or other stand
attributes? Maybe these aspects have been examined and just not reported because no
concerns were found?
7) Acres in the red pine forest cover type might also be subdivided for an area control
analysis to differentiate between natural red pine stands and plantations. As forest
industry stakeholders have likely suggested, red pine plantations can generate much
higher financial returns using a rotation length much shorter than the assumed 90-years.
The natural red pine stands could likely provide the desired benefits of older red pine
stands. The draft report also does a nice job of reporting how older forest conditions are
likely to be provided, at least in the short term, by most other forest ownership groups in
the County.
8) Forest plans often present and compare a small set of forest-wide alternatives to help
decision-makers better understand plausible forest-wide strategies. It would be helpful in
the future if alternative scenarios could be developed so decision-makers and
stakeholders could better understand impacts of plausibly important forest-wide options.
The forest is an extremely valuable asset to the County, with the cost of planning likely
small compared to the overall value of the forest. At the public meeting on January 7,
information was presented about the Land Department budget by budget category. It
seemed to show almost no County funds for forest management planning. The County
Land Department needs adequate funding for forest planning. County staff need to be
closely involved in planning, yet most if not staff are very busy already. Managing all the
day-to-day activities of an active forest management program is time consuming and
challenging, with the general public unaware of all the work involved. And County
foresters and Land Department County leadership often need to respond rapidly to
unexpected events, like changing weather conditions, typically well out of their control.
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9) It was eye-opening to learn at the January 7 meeting that much of the wood sold by the
County is now shipped and processed outside of the County. From a local economy
perspective, one might wonder what it would take for local mills to grow in size to take
advantage of the County’s available and sustainable timber supply. One might also
wonder if maintaining a reserve or “safety stock” of financially mature timber by the
County might be in the best interest of the local community/economy? From that
standpoint, one might wonder if an assumed 50-year rotation age for aspen helps
substantially in maintaining a reserve that could be tapped later.
10) Following up on the comment above about “safety stock” for the aspen forest cover type,
what is it likely costing the County, in terms of revenue delays, by holding stands to 50year rotations? If a 40-year rotation is actually better financially, and the aspen forest
cover type is regulated based on a 50-year rotation, then essentially the County would be
carrying a “safety stock” of about 8 years of aspen harvesting in terms of about 20,000
acres in its 40-50 year age class harvested at 2500 acres/year for a regulated forest on a
40-year rotation.
11) Maybe the County should plan to be more responsive to fluctuations in the market
situation, selling more timber when stumpage price are high and selling less timber when
stumpage prices are low. When harvest levels from most public lands in Minnesota
fluctuate very little with fluctuating timber market conditions, then stumpage price
fluctuations in the market are generally larger, with harvest levels from private forest
landowners needing to be the harvest levels that fluctuate. Forest regulation is a general
long-term guiding strategy, with it likely important to adjust it for fluctuating short-term
conditions.
12) The County’s team of foresters is extremely impressive in their abilities and efforts to
address seasonal access issues, taking advantage of the higher stumpage prices for
summer wood where possible. The team also does very well at addressing on-the-ground
complicating facets related to designing & monitoring timber sales, managing small and
isolated stands, and addressing fire risks and overall forest health. The Land Department
very much shined in the recent audits for FSC certification. Congratulations and thank
you!

Commenter 41
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Draft Forest Management Plan, Public Comment- Chapter 7.5
Friday, January 24, 2020 2:14:20 PM

-----Original Message----From: Barb Arhart <riceworm@paulbunyan.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 8:35 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Forest Management Plan, Public Comment- Chapter 7.5
Land Commissioner Cease, my name is Tony Arhart. I live on Dixon Lake, Itasca County. I and others use Itasca
County forest lands for many recreational uses. Specifically, we access the Loucks-Danyluck Memorial Forest in
Third River Township for deer hunting activities. Over the years I have observed the construction and placement of
structures called by deer camp members that placed them as "deer stands". These structures are spread throughout
the county forest land near the area of Itasca County Roads 156 and 32 intersection. Legal description is T148NR29W-sec. 12. These structures only become deer stands when a person with a key can unlock and quickly reassemble them into a hunting stand. No public hunting access to these stands is possible as designed. These
structures were placed after a non resident land owner failed in a second attempt to swap other lands for the affected
Memorial Forest Land, adjacent to Itasca County Road 32, in T148N-R29W-Sec. 12. Fortunately, for the public, this
attempt to land lock other public lands and also remove access to the Memorial Forest from the public was thwarted
at the last check measure! These structures were still in place when I removed my open ladder stand in December,
2019. These structures preempt good hunting spots from public use on Memorial Forest Lands!
The language in the draft forest plan could address these structures as the violations they are. One concern is how
will the county enforce the pertinent ordinances? My experiences on state forest land is that it can be difficult for
State Forestry staff to seize and remove these illegal structures. Should the forest plan address enforcement and
removal methods? Does the Itasca County Sheriff offer Peace Officers to assist Itasca County Forestry in enforcing
the ordinances? Are there enough staff to physically remove the offending structures off public lands? Perhaps
Sentence To Serve inmates could assist as in other resource projects? We need to address these violations through
out Itasca County, so that forest lands are open to all the public and not taken over by adjacent landowners seeking
to annex public lands for their own use.

Commenter 42
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Draft Land Management Plan: Public Comment...specifically 7.5
Friday, January 24, 2020 12:26:18 PM

From: Beth Siverhus <jbsiverhus@mncable.net>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 6:58 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Land Management Plan: Public Comment...specifically 7.5

To: Land Commissioner Cease:
From: Jeff and Beth Siverhus
Our family has property on Dixon Lake in Third River Township. We use nearby county
public lands for recreation, most often, those acres designated as the Loucks-Danyluck
memorial forest. This is an area surrounded by county roads 156, 32, and 33. It is
disheartening to find trail systems (large enough for trucks) and clearings maintained by
adjacent property owners on these public lands. Permanent hunting stands can be found which
are meant to send a message that this area is claimed. I would also suggest private property
line postings may be encroaching on county land.
The draft plan clearly addresses the above issues. I would believe existing regulations exist to
deter the above concerns but enforcement seems lax. Can the plan make clear how these
proposed and existing rules can be enforced? Also, what punishment or fines will be incurred?
Jeff and Beth Siverhus

Commenter 43
Kory Cease
Itasca County Land Commissioner
Commissioner Cease,
Thank-you for the opportunity to comment on the ICLD Draft Forest Management Plan. The
public meeting that I attended on 14 January, 2020 was informative and well organized. A job
well done to you and your staff. Below are my comments related to the plan.
First, I would like to commend you on the use the Ecological Classification System using Native
Plant Communities developed by the Minnesota DNR and partnering agencies (Section 3.1-3.5
in the document). This system is universally understood in the forestry community which makes
communication seamless between agencies. It is also easy to maintain since the DNR
continues to develop the system at no cost to users. The system also comes with a variety of
helpful research based recommendation and best practices for ECS Plant Communities. These
recommendations are based on objective and verifiable data, so they add tremendously to your
staffs’ tool set.
My second comment relates to Section 5.7, page 66 where you discuss the Northern Hardwood
Covertype Management. This section poses some questions for me. Based on the
presentation and discussion on the 14th, you indicated there are two different hardwood
management goals. First, in hardwood stands found in the Northern part of the county, site
quality was too poor, indicating even-aged management. On sites in the south, site quality
allowed for development of uneven-aged systems. Separating this data (north county
hardwoods from south county hardwoods) would provide clarity of your prescribed management
objectives.
Addressing the northern poor quality sites, your age class distribution is helpful, since
stand rotation results in a reset to age zero. While the number of stands or total
acreage may be too few to provide for analysis, using the language “creating a regulated
acreage” would apply to this group of forest stands.
Regarding the southern stands of sufficient quality for uneven-aged management,
displaying these stands targeted for uneven-aged management using an age class
distribution is a bit confusing. These stands contain individuals of a variety of ages, and
will be managed through periodic treatment, identified in your document as every 15 to
20 years, based on BA. Given this, a display of stand acreage by BA (rather than
acreage by age) may provide a clearer picture of harvest plans. Given BA may not be
available for all stands, and BA data may be from different measurement cycles, a
conservative BA growth could be applied for stands with older data. This approach
would allow for estimation of harvest volumes for this type, data which is lacking in
Appendix 5.
Thank-you again for the opportunity to comment. In general, the document provides very clear
indication of your management direction.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding my comments.
Brad Jones
Retired Forestry Instructor
Citizen and landowner in Itasca County
(218) 247-3148

Commenter 44
Blandin Paper Company

December 31, 2019
Kory Cease
Itasca County Land Department
1177 LaPrairie Avenue
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
Kory,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft 2019 Itasca County Forest Management
Plan. As you know, UPM Blandin Paper Company has a long-standing interest in the management
of our region’s forests, both public and private. It is critical to our business’ success, and the
economic viability of the regional timber industry that landowners and agencies effectively
manage their woodlands. Itasca County Land Department has been a crucial source of fiber for
our procurement program for decades and will continue to be important moving forward. In
reviewing your draft plan, we are highly encouraged and feel the county has created a well thought
out plan for the multiple use land-base managed by ICLD. The plan in concise, provides important
historical context, and effectively incorporates important social, ecological, and economic
considerations relevant to your agencies’ management, as well as the missions of regional
stakeholders including Blandin Paper Company.

We applaud ICLD for adopting the Minnesota DNR Native Plant Community System. Not only
does this system allow for fine-tuned management based on well established ecological principles,
it further allows for effect communication between agencies and landowners across the state.
Further, we appreciate the inclusion of principles laid out by the MFRC North Central Landscape
Plan. Blandin supports the development and implementation of the MFRC Landscape Plans, and
your inclusion of those goals is an important step toward achieving the landscape level objectives
UPM-Kymmene Corporation
Blandin Paper Company-Forestry
115 SW First Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744-3699
USA

Telephone: 218-327-6602
Fax:
218-327-6387

Commenter 44
Blandin Paper Company

of the region. Covertype based management strategies outlined in the plan seem well developed
and align well with regional silviculture. In particular, we greatly appreciate ICLD for recognizing
the importance of promoting and maintaining long-lived conifers including white pine, red pine,
and white spruce.

While promoting and maintaining these species can sometimes involve

substantial investments in forest development projects, we feel that an investment of this sort is
well justified. These conifer species are the iconic emblems of the region, are critical to the wood
supply of the local timber industry and have uncounted ecological benefits.

Again, we greatly appreciate the opportunity to provide comment on this draft plan. Please let us
know if you have any questions related to our comments or would like to discuss them further.

Sincerely,

Sawyer S. Scherer
Forest Ecologist, Blandin Paper Company
sawyer.scherer@upm.com
218-327-6602

Quintin B. Legler
Quintin B. Legler
Forest Resources Manager, Blandin Paper Company
Quintin.legler@upm.com
218-327-6304

UPM-Kymmene Corporation
Blandin Paper Company-Forestry
115 SW First Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744-3699
USA

Telephone: 218-327-6602
Fax:
218-327-6387

Commenter 45
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Itasca County Forest Management Plan
Thursday, January 23, 2020 2:10:36 PM

-----Original Message----From: mrphoo@juno.com <mrphoo@juno.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2020 8:26 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Itasca County Forest Management Plan
Dear Mr. Cease,
With respect to the proposed Itasca County Forest Management Plan, I would like the county foresters to ensure that
they are doing thoughtful, best management practices for timber sales in the Riparian Management Zone (RMZ).
Please encourage generous buffer areas around lakes.
Also, please be sure the persons doing the timber harvest are adhering to the RMZ boundaries.
Thank you
Jean Melin
32426 Wakeman Shores Drive
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
____________________________________________________________
Why Did Congress Take Out Patent On THIS Bible Secret?
theexoduseffect.com
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL3131/5e29acfdea5602cfd57a0st04duc

Commenter 46

January 24, 2020
TO: Kory Cease, Land Commissioner, Itasca County
FROM: Patty Thielen, Regional Director, MN DNR Northeast Region
RE: Itasca County Forest Management Plan Review
We appreciate the chance to comment on the Itasca County Forest Management Plan, and we also
appreciate continuing the cooperation and partnership with the Itasca County Land Department (ICLD).
We support the ICLD move away from the biophysical system and adoption of the NPC classification
system, the use of which provides better forest coordination between agencies. We also support ICLD
utilizing MFRC’s Voluntary Site-Level forest Management Guidelines.
Some of your plan goals include:




"maintain healthy forest ecosystem" "minimize mortality from insects disease and fire " page 4.
"provide quality wildlife habitat" page 5,
"Increase species and structural diversity of stands", "manage for diverse age class structures
and species", Increase forest adaptability to climate change", "maintain conifer component
within stands", "support critical forest habitats", "regenerate white cedar on the landscape while
maintain species richness and diversity", page 24&25

Consider employing some of the following management techniques to help reach those goals:








Maintain deer winter snow shelter with 70 % conifer canopy cover where possible. Cover is
vitally important for deer winter survival within the county. Mixed conifer and lowland cedar
stands provide the highest quality winter cover.
We suggest ICLD establish and manage plantations to more closely resemble naturally occurring
stands by planting a variety of tree species, preserving existing natural vegetation and advanced
regeneration when appropriate. Utilize variable density thinning techniques to increase plant
diversity.
Conserve and protect white cedar because of its high value to wildlife, and its difficulty to
regenerate.
The oak type and associated acorn mast crop is an invaluable resource for many wildlife species
within the county, especially for bear and deer.
Include large diameter trees with cavities in reserve areas when possible; these cavities are
needed by fisher, marten, and many non-game species. Riparian areas are also important areas
for reserves of large diameter trees for cavity nesting waterfowl.

Please feel free to contact Department of Natural Resources for additional site-specific
recommendations relating to wildlife habitat, non-game species needs, water quality/quantity, etc.
Corrections:
P. 4, 1.2, Bullet 1: needs editing
Page 132, Section E: correct spelling of Sissebakwet. Update that NAR was adopted in 2012.

Commenter 47
903 Medical Arts Building ● 324 West Superior Street ● Duluth, MN 55802 ● 218-722-5013 ● Fax 218-722-2065 ● www.minnesotaforests.com

January 21, 2020
Kory Cease, Land Commissioner
Itasca County Land Department
1177 LaPrairie Ave.
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
RE: Itasca County Forest Management Plan
Mr. Cease,
Minnesota Forest Industries, Inc. (MFI) is an association representing Minnesota’s primary forest
product companies. MFI and its member companies encourage conservation, proper forest management,
and industry development that foster sound environmental stewardship, multiple use of timber lands,
and sustainable, long-term timber supply.
MFI members include Bell Timber Inc., Boise Paper a subsidiary of Packaging Corporation of America,
Hedstrom Lumber Company, Louisiana-Pacific Corporation, Minnesota Power, Molpus Timberlands
and Management LLC, Verso Corporation, Norbord Minnesota, Potlatch Deltic Land and Lumber,
Sappi Fine Paper North America, Savanna Pallets and UPM Blandin. MFI members are part of a nearly
$10 billion per year forest products industry which provides livelihoods for more than 30,000 families.
MFI has reviewed the 2019 Itasca County Forest Management Plan and supports active forest
management by the Itasca County Land Department (ICLD). We feel that the Plan is thoughtful, well
written, and covers all aspects of forest management, land asset management, recreational policy, and
other issues pertaining to the ICLD.
The forest products industry in Minnesota greatly values timber produced from county-administered
lands and feels that the sale and harvest of such is beneficial to all parties. We encourage the County to
retain productive timberlands wherever possible. In particular we discourage liquidating productive
timberlands to fund special projects. The long-term financial, ecological and social benefits of county
land ownership and management far outweigh short-term financial gains.
RMZ Management
We agree that Riparian Management Zones (RMZs) provide habitat legacies and corridors (page 30).
However, we will point out that the MFRC Voluntary Site Level Guidelines (VSLG) clearly
demonstrate that timber harvesting is allowable and encouraged within RMZs down to established tree
densities, and that RMZ widths can be variable depending upon local conditions. We encourage ICLD
to actively manage RMZs in accordance with the Voluntary Site Level Guidelines.

Commenter 47
Representative Ecosystems
We applaud the ICLD for tallying up the acres of Representative Ecosystems within the county (page
42). It clearly shows that there is an abundance of public land in the county set aside from timber
harvesting to provide other values. We encourage ICLD not to increase acres of Special Management
Areas.
Climate Change Mitigation
If the predictions regarding climate change (page 46) hold true, we encourage the ICLD to be proactive
in addressing the challenge of accessing stands for timber harvest as winters become shorter and
warmer. Consider classifying stands as winter or summer harvest, and improving forest access systems
to reach remote stands that could be managed during non-frozen ground conditions.
Black Spruce Management
Consider noting in the plan that ICLD will deviate from VSLG leave tree and legacy guidelines in black
spruce stands to prevent the spread of dwarf mistletoe. Doing so will help during surveillance audits.
Red Pine Management
The DNR Division of Forestry has determined that the economic rotation age for red pine on School
Trust lands is 70 years of age. ICLD proposes to manage them to 90 years of age. We can provide the
justification for 70 year rotation age if needed. Also, there may be conditions where red pine can be
thinned more frequently then every 10 years to maintain even growth rates and live crown ratios.
Annual Volume Estimates
Timber volume projections are important for the forest products industry to consider when planning mill
operations. While annual volume estimates can be derived from the species-specific tables found in the
Forest Plan indices, they do not include volume estimates from intermediate harvests. We would like to
see one table or graph that shows volume estimates by species for the 10-year planning period. In
addition, we would welcome a discussion on how to help ICLD with timber output modeling.
In closing, MFI feels that ICLD has done an excellent job in crafting the Itasca County Forest
Management Plan. We appreciate the opportunity to comment and stand ready to assist with
implementation. Please contact the MFI office if you have questions regarding our comments.
Sincerely,

Rick Horton
Director of Forest Policy
Cc:

Mike Birkeland

Commenter 48
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managed plantations. Thank you for the response to comments form the last plan. We

look forward to continuing a positive relationship wi9th the county staff.

A side note. You have had some retirements and staff changes. We would be happy to host a
mill tour and show the staff a modern sawmill operation.

g:µ

Brian Bignall
Wood Procurement Manager
PotlatchDeltic Bemidji Lumber

Commenter 49

Minnesota Timber Producers Association
903 Medical Arts Building ● 324 West Superior Street ● Duluth, MN 55802 ● 218-722-5013 ● Fax 218-722-2065 ● www.minnesotaforests.com

January 21, 2020
Kory Cease, Land Commissioner
Itasca County Land Department
1177 LaPrairie Ave.
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
RE: Itasca County Forest Management Plan
Mr. Cease,
The Minnesota Timber Producers Association (MTPA) is a trade association representing the
loggers, truckers, and sawmills in Minnesota. MTPA members are part of a nearly $10 billion
per year forest products industry which provides livelihoods for more than 30,000 families, as
well as dependent on a reliable and predictable supply of timber from Itasca County. Our
members are directly impacted by its forest management decisions.
MTPA has reviewed the 2019 Itasca County Forest Management Plan and supports active forest
management by the Itasca County Land Department (ICLD). We feel that the Plan is thoughtful,
well written, and covers all aspects of forest management, land asset management, recreational
policy, and other issues pertaining to the ICLD.
The forest products industry in Minnesota greatly values timber produced from countyadministered lands and feels that the sale and harvest of such is beneficial to all parties. We
encourage the County to retain productive timberlands wherever possible. In particular, we
discourage liquidating productive timberlands to fund special projects. The long-term financial,
ecological and social benefits of county land ownership and management far outweigh shortterm financial gains.
RMZ Management
We agree that Riparian Management Zones (RMZs) provide habitat legacies and corridors (page
30). However, we will point out that the MFRC Voluntary Site Level Guidelines (VSLG)
clearly demonstrate that timber harvesting is allowable and encouraged within RMZs down to
established tree densities, and that RMZ widths can be variable depending upon local conditions.
We encourage ICLD to actively manage RMZs in accordance with the Voluntary Site Level
Guidelines.
Representative Ecosystems
We applaud the ICLD for tallying up the acres of Representative Ecosystems within the county
(page 42). It clearly shows that there is an abundance of public land in the county set aside from
timber harvesting to provide other values. We encourage ICLD not to increase acres of Special
Management Areas.

TPA Comments
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January 21, 2020

Climate Change Mitigation
If the predictions regarding climate change (page 46) hold true, we encourage the ICLD to be
proactive in addressing the challenge of accessing stands for timber harvest as winters become
shorter and warmer. Consider classifying stands as winter or summer harvest, and improving
forest access systems to reach remote stands that could be managed during non-frozen ground
conditions.
Black Spruce Management
Consider noting in the plan that ICLD will deviate from VSLG leave tree and legacy guidelines
in black spruce stands to prevent the spread of dwarf mistletoe. Doing so will help during
surveillance audits.
Red Pine Management
The DNR Division of Forestry has determined that the economic rotation age for red pine on
School Trust lands is 70 years of age. ICLD proposes to manage them to 90 years of age. We
can provide the justification for 70 year rotation age if needed. Also, there may be conditions
where red pine can be thinned more frequently then every 10 years to maintain even growth rates
and live crown ratios.
Annual Volume Estimates
Timber volume projections are important for the forest products industry to consider when
planning mill operations. While annual volume estimates can be derived from the speciesspecific tables found in the Forest Plan indices, they do not include volume estimates from
intermediate harvests. We would like to see one table or graph that shows volume estimates by
species for the 10-year planning period. In addition, we would welcome a discussion on how to
help ICLD with timber output modeling.
In closing, MTPA feels that ICLD has done an excellent job in crafting the Itasca County Forest
Management Plan. We appreciate the opportunity to comment and stand ready to assist with
implementation. Please contact the MTPA office if you have questions regarding our comments.
Sincerely,

Ray Higgins
Vice President for Operations
Cc:

Mike Birkeland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: Draft Itasca County TF Land Plan
Tuesday, January 14, 2020 10:23:54 AM

-----Original Message----From: John W Powers <johnwpowers181@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 9:46 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Itasca County TF Land Plan
Mr. Cease Some quick background on me first: born and raised in Grand Rapids; life-long resident of NE Minnesota; as a
professional I've assisted on the preparation of forest management plans for Cass, Aitkin, Crow Wing, Koochiching,
and Hubbard counties as well as for the DNR and Nature Conservancy. I'm now semi-retired and out of the strategic
forest management planning game but still like to keep my ear to the ground.
The draft plan you folks have prepared is exemplary. Kudos on a job well done. It is well organized and written with
well presented tables and maps. I appreciate your application of NPCs as the means of understanding the landscape.
Your commentary on the unfolding impacts of climate change is right on target (I can't tell you how constrained we
were by county boards on how to discuss this topic). Your management regimens seem well suited for your
resource.
This document should be approved by the County Board and implemented.
Good luck with your endeavors. Oh, yes, say to Roger C for me.
John Powers
-John W. Powers
Applied Insights North
181 Farley Lane / Duluth MN 55803
218.724.2332
(c) 218.590.2332
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-----Original Message----From: forestry@lldrm.org <forestry@lldrm.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 2, 2020 12:50 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Re: COMMENT PERIOD -Draft Itasca County Forest Management Plan
Kory,
This is a very thorough plan. Nice. It is poised to cooperatively work along with our IFRMP (in process).

Keith Karnes
Leech Lake Reservation Forester
forestry@lldrm.org<mailto:forestry@lldrm.org>
218-335-7418
________________________________

Kieth Karnes Comments.pdf[1/17/2020 8:21:15 AM]
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Jesse Lehner
FW: 2019 Itasca County Forest Management Plan - Comments
Friday, January 24, 2020 4:34:28 PM

From: Mary Blickenderfer <maryblick02@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2020 4:28 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Cc: Terry Snyder <Terry.Snyder@co.itasca.mn.us>
Subject: 2019 Itasca County Forest Management Plan - Comments

TO: Kory Cease
Itasca County Land Commissioner

CC: Terry Snyder
Itasca County Commissioner - District 2

FROM: Mary Blickenderfer, 37379 South Crane Lake Road, Deer River, MN 56636

DATE: 1/24/2020

RE: 2019 Itasca County Forest Management Plan - Comments

Dear Kory,

I would like to offer the following comments on the 2019 Itasca County Forest Management
Plan (2019 IC FMP) as a 25+ year resident of Itasca County – someone who hunts, buys
firewood from local loggers, and is an avid user of the Itasca County recreational trail
system. I have training and experience in forestry, botany, restoration ecology, and invasive
species management. In other words, I approach forest management holistically - from a
variety of perspectives.

General comments/observations:
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I chose to move to Itasca County because of its extensive non-motorized county, state and
federal trail systems through “the North Woods” and applaud these entities for their past
maintenance and management of these trails. Over the years, I have observed hunters, hikers,
mountain bikers, skiers, snowshoers, horseback riders, birdwatchers, and foragers utilize
these trails – obvious assets to the health and well-being of residents of Itasca County (in the
spirit of Get Fit Itasca), its tourism industry and those visiting.

I also acknowledge the cooperative efforts of and costs to these agencies, tax-payers, and
volunteer organizations to create and maintain these trail systems, making it all the more
tragic as I observe the apparently systematic degradation/destruction of these trails in recent
years through logging, leaving very few “North Woods” trails remaining in Itasca County.
Note that the result of clearcut, shelterwood, and other euphemisms for removing the
majority of trees in a given area is not compatible, practically or aesthetically, with the
above-mentioned current uses of the trail systems (with the exception of hunting) for decades
if not longer, depending upon the actual logging techniques, precautions and timing.

Specific comments and questions on the 2019 IC FMP:

1) Clearly define and describe Special Management Areas, Old Growth or Old Forest
Stands, High Conservation Value Forest and Natural Areas: what qualifies an area for
each of these designations, how do they differ from each other, how does their management
differ, the total acreage of each type, where existing areas of each are on a county map, how
to initiate future designation of such areas?

2) Protect, with appropriate designation, the recreational trails (motorized and nonmotorized), memorials and parks that the county has invested money in developing and
maintaining.
a) Redesignate Amen Lake Trail for future protection prior to any proposed
logging for the following reasons:
It is the only maintained County trail system (to my knowledge) that is both
currently unprotected by County designation and has not been degraded by
logging in recent years.
It is an older forest (trees exceed 130 years in age)
It has high habitat and species diversity (e.g., upland mixed hardwood, fen, ash
swale, riparian and associated plant, fungal, and animal species)
The trails are void of invasive plant species (as of 2015 survey and MN Dept. of
Ag. designated invasive species)
It provides a valuable “wildlife corridor” connecting a MN DNR Scientific
Natural Area (Wabu Woods) with the USFS semi-primative Suomi Hills.
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It is a connected to the Suomi Hills trail system, expanding recreational
opportunities.
A local organization (Northern Lights Nordic Ski Club), in cooperation with
Itasca County and the USFS, volunteers to clear and groom the trails (Amen
Lake and Suomi Hills) for winter recreation.
It receives funding for trail maintenance from the MN DNR Grant-in-Aid Trail
program.
Itasca County recently invested in expanding/improving the Amen Lake Trail
system.
Its small size (220 acres), less than 0.1%, relative to the County tax-forfeited,
industrial forest (248,000 acres) that is a source of County income.
Its recreational value to Itasca County residents and visitors, and economic
value to the County tourist industry.

b) No net loss of non-motorized recreational trails. Will the County create new
non-motorized trails in forested areas (with protected designation from
logging/mining/other) to replace those County recreational trails (Alder Pond, Big
Ridge and Stony Ridge Trails) that have had/will have the majority of trees removed
through recent /pending timber sales, and as a result not suitable for most recreational
uses in the near/distant future? If not, explain why.
c) The 2019 IC FWP mentions acquisition of “strategic lands for important
recreational trails”. What lands are they considering acquiring? For what
recreational trails? How will these investments be protected for their intended
purpose in the future?

3) What forest management considerations are taken relative to management of
adjacent public and private land? (i.e., opportunities to create wildlife corridors,
coordination with other public agencies/owners to manage for endangered species, invasive
species, contiguous old forest, timing and type of management prescription to minimize
fragmentation and forest edge, etc.)

4) How specifically does the County intend to prevent the spread of invasive species
within the context of their 2019 IC FMP? Power washing equipment/vehicles before
entering? Other?

5) How does the 2019 IC FMP intend to survey for Threatened, Endangered and
Special Concern species and adjust its management plan accordingly?

6) How does the 2019 IC FMP specifically address climate change? Will the proposed
Itasca County forest management produce a net sequestration of carbon or loss to
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atmosphere?

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2019 IC FMP.

Sincerely,
Mary Blickenderfer, retired
PhD – Forest Science, Michigan Technological University
Adjunct Professor – Forestry, University of Minnesota
Botanist – U.S. Forest Service
Educator - Shoreland Restoration/Invasive Species, University of Minnesota Extension

Commenter 53
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Nick Schreiber
FW: Official comment on logging in Itasca County Trail areas
Friday, January 31, 2020 4:47:00 PM

From: krista matison <kristamatison27@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 12:41 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: Official comment on logging in Itasca County Trail areas

Dear Kory Cease,
Before commenting, we would like to send our appreciation for all the
work Roger and the county does to groom and maintain the trail systems.
They work hard, do great work and these trails are a wonderful asset to
our area!
We would like to officially comment on logging actions in our
neighborhood. We are consistent users of the Alder Pond trails and have a
good eye on the activity on these trails and also other county, state and
federal trails in the area. What we see is that Alder Pond is a very
important trail system because it allows dogs and has relatively flat trails—
a wonderful combination for beginning/intermediate skiers that would like
to get their families (and dogs!) out for some good outdoor fun and
exercise. For this reason, the trails are consistently used and a great
introduction to the sport of cross country skiing. We see lots of families as
well as more seasoned skiers using these trails on a daily basis. Also, this is
one of the very few trails that have two tracks side by side in areas that
allows for easy conversation between skiers— another big asset.
We have been witness to the logging and the inconvenience it has caused
for accessing trails. It seems very unfortunate that these trails are
frequently in the state of being logged. The few areas that are on the brink
of being beautiful with older trees are, of course, the ones that end up
being messed up with trees removed and dragged to their piles causing
ruts in the trail and debris left in piles. These logged areas are problematic
because with any wind, the trails are blown over, eliminating the groomed
track. This makes skiing very difficult and uncomfortable— not good for a
skier of any level. The logged area is very barren and scarred, losing all of
the charm and and hint of northwood’s grandeur.
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In this era, to even get kids outside is a feat— I feel it is important that
all people see and feel what a stand of older trees offer and the feeling
of being in the canopy of a mature forest is one that is not expressed in
words. I encourage you to consider putting aside Alder Pond Trails
without further logging. Let it be a beautiful place that is accessible to
people that want to get outdoors, are new to skiing. The trails such as
Amen Lake should also be preserved for the more advanced skiers to
have a quality experience. Please have more restraint when logging
Itasca County’s few developed trails.
As land owners and people who understand the value of logging, we selectively
logged our 80 acres around 12 years ago and replanted white and red pine,
cedar, spruce, walnut and native apple trees that have brought abundant
wildlife and beauty as they grow. Please consider investing in Itasca County
Trails areas that are reforested in these majestic trees rather than the sprouts
of poplar that are rampant in the logged areas. Look to the future and set aside
this place to invest in a forest that people would come to see and enjoy!
Thank you for your consideration.
Krista Matison and Al Rudquist
218-327-1334/218-326-5735
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To:
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Date:
Attachments:

Kory Cease
Michael Gibbons; Nick Schreiber
FW: [EXT]Public Informational Meetings - Draft Forest Management Plan
Friday, January 31, 2020 4:42:02 PM
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From: Korpela, Ross <Ross.Korpela@sappi.com>
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Cc: Polus, Damon <Damon.Polus@SAPPI.COM>
Subject: RE: [EXT]Public Informational Meetings - Draft Forest Management Plan
Damon will attend.
Some facts:
Forest management activities provide habitat for all wildlife, flora and fauna, access to forests for
recreation (skiers, snowmobiles, atv clubs, hunters, hikers, birdwatchers, campers, etc..), products
for society to benefit from and use, economic returns for forestland owners…just to name a few.
Thus we should maximize our forest management activities.
Modern Forestry mimics natural disturbance (fire, blowdown, insects) on the landscape, to generate
new and different forests for future generations to manage. With things such as ‘certification’ set
asides are more abundant, providing older timber for attributes on the landscape to benefit soil, air,
water and wildlife. Modern Forestry that we currently practice covers all aspects of management for
future healthy forest (soil, air, water, wildlife) ecosystems.
All forests and timbered acres need a plan. Without a plan we have uncontrolled change. And
change will happen, it is inevitable, but modern forestry planning helps us control that change and
get the benefits that come from it. Healthy diverse forests to combat climate change, access for fun
actives, and products that comes form the woods that we all use EVERY day. Thus we should
maximize our Forest management activities according to the Itasca County Forest Plan and attempt
to increase our management of forested acres; less set aside acres and more forest management
acres.
With all that, Itasca County’s forestry plan should continue to mirror those efforts; help continue and
promote modern Forestry. Some specific thoughts:
Aide with extensions that make sense to both sides – payment in full versus % increase on
stumpage
Review current appraised pricing – too high to start (pine especially)
Minimum volume species should be non bid – i.e. the pine species
Economic rotations on Aspen – 40 years; focus on promoting aspen stands.
Promote summer harvest on sales that have potential – even if road projects are required -
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diversity
More customer service for forestry staff – close out on sales, field visits on request, etc.
These are my 2-cents.
Damon may provide more follow up.
Thank you for asking for input.
Ross

Ross Korpela
Sr. Wood Procurement Manager

Sappi North America
2201 Avenue B
PO Box 511 | Cloquet, MN, 55720 |
Tel +1 218 879 2387 | Mobile +1 218 591 0563 | Fax +1 218 879 2375
Ross.Korpela@sappi.com www.sappi.com

Paper is a sustainable and renewable resource. Please recycle all printed documents.

This message may contain information which is private, privileged or confidential and is intended solely
for the use of the individual or entity named in the message. If you are not the intended recipient of this
message, please notify the sender thereof and destroy / delete the message. Neither the sender nor
Sappi Limited (including its subsidiaries and associated companies) shall incur any liability resulting
directly or indirectly from accessing any of the attached files which may contain a virus or the like.

From: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Sent: Thursday, January 2, 2020 1:43 PM
To: Kory Cease <Kory.Cease@CO.ITASCA.mn.us>
Subject: [EXT]Public Informational Meetings - Draft Forest Management Plan
Please see notification below of upcoming open public informational meetings for Itasca County’s
draft Forest Management Plan. A direct link to the draft plan can be found at:
http://www.co.itasca.mn.us/DocumentCenter/View/5314/-Draft-Forest-Management-Plan
Feel free to forward this email to others or to other departments within your operation, thank you
for your consideration.
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Kory Cease
Land Commissioner
Itasca County Land Department
1177 LaPrairie Ave.
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
218-327-7392 (office)
218-244-8283 (cell)

